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About this book
Indian Auto Industry is already one of the largest in the world and growing rapidly. As per
Automotive Mission Plan 2016-26 the industry is projected to increase its contribution from
current level of ~7% of GDP to ~10% in the next decade. In the process, the sector will create
65 million additional jobs. The sector offers big potential for jobs in every nook and corner of
the country. Further, in line with the technological advancement in this field, there are exciting
prospects for a fulfilling career in this sector.
This book is designed to enable a candidate to acquire skills in the domain of Automobile Sales
for the job role of a Sales Consultant Level 4. The skilling content in this handbook is as per
industry’s requirements and therefore will be helpful in employment and career advancement.
After successful completion of your course you will be skilled to work with some of the best
brands in the world like, TATA, FORD, AUDI, MERCEDES, BMW, MARUTI-SUZUKI, VOLVO,
MAHINDRA, HERO, YAMAHA, HONDA, BAJAJ, TVS etc. A course from Automotive Sales domain
offers excellent job opportunities not only in India but many countries outside India.
The content of this book is aligned to the National Occupational Standards (QP/NOS) and
conforms to the National Skills Qualifications Framework (NSQF).
The Qualification pack of a Sales Consultant Level 4 includes the following NOS’s which have
been covered in the book:
- Handle Leads Generated from Various Source
- Plan and organise work to meet expected outcomes
- Work effectively in a team
- Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment
ASDC team wishes best of learning to candidates!
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Understand the job role of a Sales Consultant Level 4
Elaborate the history of automobiles
Understand the evolution of automobiles industry
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Tell about important dates and inventions in the automobile history
Discuss lost qualities to ensure optimum customer satisfaction
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand the history, types of automobiles and also get an idea about the Automobile
industry in India

1.1.1 Introduction to Automobile
You must have heard the word Automobile. Meaning of an automobile can be auto car, motor car
or car. It is a wheeled motor vehicle used for transporting goods or passengers. It also carries its
own engine or motor.
The word automobile is derived from Ancient Greek word αὐτός (autós, “self”) and Latin mobilis
(movable), hence the name automobile which means a vehicle that moves itself.
The other notiton about the name car is believed to be derived from the Latin word carrus or carrum
(wheeled vehicle), or the Middle East word carre (cart) (from Old North French). The word car also
has some reference to the Gaulish word karros (a Gallic Chariot).
Most definitions of the term specify that Automobiles are designed to run primarily on roads,
accomodating upto eight people, typically have four wheels, and to be built for the transport of
people and goods.
In this Unit, you will understand the concept of wheel and role of wheel cart. You will also come to
know various stages of development over several hundred years that made possible the invention of
an Automobile as we know it today. You will understand how various automobiles were developed
in past.

Fig: 1.1.1 A Harley Davidson Motorcycle
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Unit 1.2: Purpose of Automobiles
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. State the purpose of Automobiles

1.2.1 Purpose of Automobiles
Automobiles were made to transport people and goods.
Automobiles are used mainly for commercial and personal reason.
Story of a merchant:
Once upon a time there was a great merchant who sold goods to people to make a living in a small
village near Hyderabad. He sold food grains, gems and jewelry, apparels, wooden plates etc. Slowly
and gradually the quality of his stuff was appreciated and the news spread to nearby villages. He
used to go walking miles carrying the goods to provide it to his customers, but the goods that were
perishable did not last to their original quality due to a long journey, sometimes the goods got
spoilt due to rain, sometimes due to extreme heat and sometimes the weight of the luggage was
so much that the merchant himself would have to shed few kilos to lighten the weight. Although
the customers far away were ready to pay huge price for the goods but the travel time and various
other constraints of nature as well as practicality the business of the merchant could not flourish as
expected. Then one fine day the merchant saw an amazing thing near another town that looked like
a bullock cart but had four wheels. There were no bulls tied to row, there was a man sitting inside
and the “thing” was moving fast. It also had a shelter which could save the items kept inside from
rain and sun.
On approaching the man, he said this is called a car. It is an automobile, it runs
on engines. It drinks fuel to work and can transport humans, cattle and goods
at a much faster and safer way. The merchant was amazed and understood
that a Car/Automobile is a must if he has to grow his business beyond his own
village.
Fig: 1.2.1 Story of a Merchant

The above story is a simple way to understand why automobiles became important. The automobiles
can transport things from one place to another. The tiredness through walking is minimized, which
means one can save energy to do other work than just spending on walking. Automobiles saves the
goods and humans from extreme weather conditions during travelling. The mobility time is less and
people can be more productive.
Today we see lot of different automobiles like 2 wheelers, 3 wheelers and 4 wheelers which are
used extensively for the transport of people and goods in various forms. Buses, Cars, Autos, trucks,
trailers and bike etc. Hence automobiles play a vital role in the life of people now. Automobile also
play its cards in agriculture, trading, sports and other such areas where the life is made easy and
more productive.
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. List the Types of Automobiles

1.3.1 Types of Automobiles
Automobile can be classified based on the following parameters.
Types of Automobiles

Engine Fuel Type

1. Diesel Vehicle
2. Petrol Vehicle
3. Gas (CNG, LPG Vehicle)
4. Electrical Vehicle

Body Type

1. Hatchbacks
2. Sedans
3. MPVx
4. SUVs

Chart: 1.3.1 Types of Automobiles
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Wheel Drive

1. Two-wheel drive vehicle
2. Four-wheel drive vehicle
3. Front wheel drive vehicle
4. Rear wheel drive vehicle
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. State the history of Automobile Industry

1.4.1 History of Motorcycle
Experimentation and invention
In 1884, Mr. Edward Butler of England designed a self-propelled bicycle. This was the first
commercially designed three-wheeler & was given the name “Butler Petrol Cycle”. Merry weather
Fire Engine company of Greenwich manufactured the first vehicle in 1888.
The three-wheeled Butler Petrol Cycle had twin cylinder 4-stroke engine capacity of 600 CC. The max.
power delivered was 5/8 HP (466W). The engine was made of rotary valves & float-fed carburetor.
The magneto ignition was replaced by coil & battery. Compressed air was used to start the engine.
Also, it boasted Ackermann steering & was a state-of-art masterpiece at that point of time.

Fig: 1.4.1.1 Butler’s Patent Velocycle
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1.4.1 History of Motorcycle
In 1885, German inventors Wilhelm Maybach & Gottlieb Daimler created another petroleum fueled
internal combustion engine motorcycle. They named it “Daimler Reitwagen” which meant “Riding
Car”. The primary design objective of the vehicle was to test the new engine. Most of the earlier
vehicles of that era were either safety bicycles or the boneshaker bicycles. However, this vehicle
had zero fork offset & steering axis angle. This vehicle used two outrigger wheels to remain straight
while turning.

Fig: 1.4.1.2 Replica of the Daimler-Maybach Reitwagen

There was one school of thought who believed that Daimler Reitwagan was the first motorcycle
built as all previous vehicles were powered by steam, electric or diesel & not petrol.
When it comes to steam-propelled two-wheeler vehicles, the first was made in 1868 in France
by Michaux-Perreaux. Next came from Massachusetts in America in 1869 by Sylvester H. Roper
Roxbury . However Roper was the first to demonstrate his vehicle at circuses in 1867.

Fig: 1.4.1.3 Sketch of the Daimler-Maybach Reitwagen

In 1894, two steam-engine engineers Heinrich & Wilhelm Hidebrand joined hands with Alois
Wolfmüller & started first mass production of motorcycles (Motorrad, in German) in Munich. After
First World War Hildebrand & Wolfmüller closed down in 1919 as they couldn’t upgrade their design
& technology.
Only couple of years later in 1896, Excelcior Motor Company from Coventry, England started their
first motorcycle production. They were originally a bicycle manufacturers & used to sell bicycles by
the name of Excelsior & Eureka. US were not far behind & in 1898 Charles Metz built Orient-Aster
from his Waltham, Massachusetts facility.

7
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1.4.1 History of Motorcycle
In the beginning of the motorcycle industry, initial players were mostly bicycle manufactures. They
adopted internal combustion (IC) engines designs in their existing bicycles. With the development
& advancement of IC engines, they became more powerful & outgrew the bicycle design. They
became unfit & forced many of the inventors to move to other products. For example Daimler &
Roper started developing automobiles.
We witnessed major mass-production of motorcycles from 1898 by Triumph Motorcycles in England.
By 1903 they were producing more than 500 motorcycles annually. Royal Enfield, another British
company started production in 1899. Nortan & Birmingham Small Arms Company joined production
in 1902 & 1910 respectively. US based Indian started motorcycle production in 1901 & they became
largest manufactures by first world war. They were producing more tan 20000 motorcycles annually.
Two years later Harley Davidson started in 1903 and went on to become one of the best brands.

First World War

First World War was the first biggest trigger for the motorcycle mass-production. The reasons
were twin, firstly to replace horses for effective communication with troops fighting in the front.
Motorcycles were being pressed into action to send messages. Secondly, the increased use of
military police & performing reconnaissance. By the end of the war US based Harley-Davidson sold
over 50% of it’s motorcycles to military. Brithish manufacturer Triumph sold over 30000 Type H
model to associated forces. “Model H” used an air-cooled 4-stroke single-cylinder IC engine with
499 CC. This was one of the first motorcycles without pedals.

Fig: 1.4.1.4 Triumph Motorcycles Model H, mass-produced
for the war effort and notable for its reliability

Introduced in 1915, the “Model H” was termed as first modern motorcycle. The motorcycle used
three-speed gearbox with rear belt transmission. The popularity & trust of people were so high for
this model that they nicknamed this bike as “Trusty Triumph”.

Postwar

Harley-Davidson became largest manufacturer of motorcycle & started selling in 67 countries by
1920. By early 1930, DKW of Germany became largest manufacturer.
Starting World War-II, the Birmingham Small Arms Company from England became largest
motorcycle manufacturer with volume crossing 75000 units per year. It remained on the top till
1955, when German manufacturer NSU overtook as largest manufacturer & remained on top till
1970s.
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1.4.1 History of Motorcycle

Fig: 1.4.1.5 NSU Sport max streamlined motorcycle,
250 cc class winner of the1955 Grand
Prix season

Development of racing motorcycle owing to couple of radical designing elements like dustbin fairing
& streamlining in 1950 played as catalyst for next revolution in motorcycle industry. Dustbin fairing is
used to reduce air drag & added rider protection. NSU & Moto Guzzi were producing radical designs
& were at pole position. There were truly ahead of the time. Unfortunately four of the NSU riders
died in Grand Prix motorcycle racing in 1954-1956 & NSU decided to close further development.
However on the other side Moto Guzzi kept producing racing bikes & went on to win almost all
Grand Prix races by 1957. But because of safety concerns full enclosure fairings became unpopular
& banned in 1958. Beginning of 1960, small 2-stroke motorcycles started becoming popular across
the world. The popularity of these motorcycles were largely the engine developed by East German
Walter Kaaden in 1950s.

Today

The world of motorcycles in 21st century is clearly ruled by Japanese companies like Honda, Suzuki
& Yamaha. They have created huge capacities across the globe. Most of their volumes come from
sub 300 CC motorcycles from Asian & African countries. Honda’s “Super Cub” started in 1958 &
still sells in huge numbers. Their cumulative number since inception would be over 90 million. Now
a days this segment is dominated by Indian companies like Hero MotoCorp Ltd, Bajaj Auto Ltd,
TVS Motor Company, Mahindra & Mahindra, etc. Hero MotoCorp is world’s largest two-wheeler
company for over 15 years in a row. Indian companies grew real big and acquired fully/ partially
in many international brands of 21st century. Royal Enfield became an Eicher Group Company,
Bajaj invested in KTM, Mahindra bought Peugeot. Hero’s demerger with Honda paved way for the
creation of largest Indian two-wheeler manufacturer.

Fig: 1.4.1.6 Royal Enfield Bullet
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1.4.2 History of Three Wheeler
A three-wheeler is a vehicle, which has three wheels and comes in two possible options of one
wheel in the front & two in the rear or vice-versa. They can also be called as tricycles & classified as
“with motor” (motorized tricycle) & “without motor”. Tricycles without motor can be of two types
– Human Powered Vehicles & Animal Powered Vehicles. Trikes & Tri-Cars are few other names given
to three-wheelers. ATVs are another segment of three-wheelers specially designed for off road use..

Fig: 1.4.2.1 Three Wheeler for ferrying
Passengers

Trikes are mostly motorcycle-like machines having one wheel in front, however they look like car
because of two wheels in the rear. Generally they are owner-constructed vehicles and Volkswagen
Beetle was a great example. The example of three-wheeler with two wheels in the front and one
at the back is “Morgan Aero” made by Morgan Motor Company. Reliant Robin is an example of the
three-wheeler with one wheel in the front and two at the back.
The design with two front wheels and one back wheel (Morgan Aero) has couple of clear advantages.
One is better aerodynamics and another stability. Also, it helped reduce the weight of rear wheel.
The design was also used in BMW Isetta. Later a new concept with rear engine driving the front
wheel enhanced further stability and was called “Butterfly Automotive Design”. This form of vehicle
was also called “tadpole” form or “reverse trike” and created unique driving experience. The design
with one front wheel (Relient Robin) has cost-effective steering mechanism but was posed lateral
instability while breaking and cornering.
Economics is the main driving force behind three-wheelers and micro cars. Because they were light
weight, the fuel economy and maintenance cost were low. UK at that point of time offered lower
taxes on such vehicles, which helped them become popular. They were classified as motorcycles in
US which required lower safety regulations and manufacturers took advantage of that to make it
popular.

Fig: 1.4.2.2 Three Wheeler to ferry Goods
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1.4.2 History of Three Wheeler
Auto Rickshaw is the popular name of the three-wheeler vehicle used as public transport &
transportation of goods in many countries across the world. Most of the developing countries like
India use auto rickshaws as popular urban transport and is regulated by government. Many Eastern
countries use this as novelty transport.
Karl Benz was a pioneer in three-wheeler automotive development and developed many models.
In 1885, he designed first purpose-built three-wheeler by the name “Benz Patent Motorwagen”.

Fig: 1.4.2.3 Benz patent motorwagen

In 1896 during The Great Exhibition, John Henry Knight showcased a tri-car. In 1897, another threewheeler was built by Edward Butler. The name of the three-wheeler was “Butler Petrol Cycle”.
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Unit 1.5: Invention of Automobiles
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. State the Invention of Automobiles

1.5.1 Invention of Automobiles
Till now you have gone through the development in the Automobile sector before World War II,
now we will concentrate on post World War II. Automobile Industry started on rapid modernization
in the 50s and 60s. Many new models of cars were introduced like Edsel, Chevrolet etc.
In USA, road network was built after the second War. This road network was very modern with long
highways stretching across the length and breadth of the country. It is good to note that USA has a
very big land mass and vast geography. This allows open and wide roads to be built. On these roads
models like the Beetle do appear very tiny!
The Big Three of the car industry namely General Motors, Ford & Chrysler set about to design big
fast moving cars for the American roads. Edsel, Buick, Pontiac Firebird, Chevrolet Impala etc were
some of the big cars that came on American highways in the 50s and 60s.It may also be noted that
these models used large amounts of petrol or gasoline as it is called in US. But, petrol consumption
was not the main issue in those happy days. So, each car maker was competing with the other in
making bigger & bigger designs with more luxuries added for comfort. All this made owning and
maintaining a car quite costly. Still, more and more Americans were buying these models. One very
popular model from FORD was named ‘MUSTANG’.
However, things changed after 1973. This was the year of the first “Oil Crisis”. Petrol started becoming
costlier as all the Arab nations got together in an alliance. Now, suddenly even Americans started
looking for more economical designs.
Meanwhile, quietly but with determination, Japan was developing cars for marketing worldwide,
mainly in the USA. Actually, after the devastation of their country during the WW II, several
Japanese companies came into existence like Toyota, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Suzuki etc. Some of these
like Mazda, were using American Technology. But, these companies were also developing their own
Research capabilities. As a result when the 1973 oil crisis occurred, these companies were very well
positioned to roll out smaller, compact, economical models in USA.
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1.5.1 Invention of Automobiles
Since then, Japanese companies like Suzuki, Honda & Toyota has been constantly increasing their
market share across world. We normally consider last 25 years from current year as modern era.
Time-period is not the only criterion to define modern era versus antique, technology & design also
plays an important role. Cars & motorcycles in modern era use a lot computer-aided design (CAD),
standardization of features & parts through platform sharing.
- Launch of Toyota Corolla in 1966 : Toyota launched it’s simple sedan/ saloon by the name Corolla,
which went on to become the best-selling model of all time. It is still one of the popular brands
amongst car buyers.
- Launch of Range Rover in 1970: It was a great breakthrough, which brought convergence of luxury
& technology. Range Rover was called the “original SUV” with four-wheel drive. Range Rover
Classic model became so popular that for almost 25 years company didn’t launch a new model.
- Launch of Mercedes-Benz S-Class in 1973: This car redefined luxury & safety for automobile
industry by bringing host of features like supplemental restraint airbags, electronic ABS (Anti-lock
Breaking System), electronic traction control & seat belt pre-tensioners. Industry adopted these
features as standard features for future cars.
- Launch of BMW 3 Series in 1975: Customers liked this car so much that it remained in the annual
list of top ten cars for 17 years in “Car & Driver Magazine”. This made BMW 3 Series longest
running car on this magazine.
- Launch of Honda Accord in 1977: This sedan from Japan became the most popular vehicle during
1990s in United States. Honda Accord replaced Ford Taurus in volumes & later launched in Asian
market where it became instant hit & selling in huge numbers even today.
- Launch of Dodge Aries & Plymouth Reliant in 1981: Chrysler established as a major American
manufacturer with these “K-Cars”. These cars were fuel-efficient, compact in design & with frontwheel drive.
- Launch of Chrysler minivans in 1983: Station wagons used to be the popular design till Chrysler
minivans came in two-box design & became instant hit. Today these designs are popularly known
as crossover SUVs.
- Launch of Renualt Espace in 1984: Renault became the first manufacturers to come out with noncommercial MPV in mass-production class with Espace.
- Launch of Ford Taurus in 1986: Ford dominated the American market with this model in late 1980s.
This mid-sized model had front-wheel drive & computer aided design, which created revolution
in North America.
- Launch of Toyota Prius in 1997: Taking the lead in modern technology, Toyota launched the first
hybrid electric car Prius in 1997. By 2010 Prius clocked a cumulative sales of 2 million units
becoming most iconic hybrid car.
- Launch of Ford Focus in 1998: Ford’s hatchback “FOCUS” became immensely popular across the
world. It is one of the best selling model today from Ford.
- Launch of TATA Nano in 2008: India was launched on international platform with the promise
of dream car for common citizen of the country. Nano was designed with rear engine for four
passengers with many path-breaking technological innovations.
Launches in 2010: Nissan launched a fully electric car “Leaf” & took the business of eco-friendly
cars to next level. Cheverolet of United States simultaneously launched “Volt” a plug-in hybrid. They
went on to become a mass-production cars in their category.
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. State the major developments in Indian Automobile Industry

1.6.1 Indian Automobile Industry
It was 1897, when the first car ran on the Indian soil. Almost for next 40 years cars were imported in
India and the numbers were miniscule. Automotive industry started emerging with the emergence
of India’s last phase of independence struggle. C. K. Birla Group launched Hindustan Motors in
1942 and started production of “Ambassador”, the iconic brand. Premier was not far behind and
started in 1944 with brands like Chrysler, Dodge and Fiat. Next year, in 1945 two Mahindra brothers
established “Mahindra and Mahindra” and started product of first utility vehicle namely, Jeep CJ-3A.
After independence in 1947, Govt. of India joined hands with private sector to create auto-component
industry to support automotive manufacturing. In 1953, GoI brought an import substitution plan
and banned the import of fully built-up vehicles. With first Tariff Commission in 1952, government
started indigenization of auto sector and started categorizing manufactures basis their capacity to
build. They also started giving licenses to build a certain number of vehicles only and any increase
was subject to increase in demand. This era is famously known as “License Raj”. These government
policies brought much technical collaboration in India.
In passenger car segment some of the collaborations were, Hindustan Motors with Morris Motors
for Ambassador, UK, Premier Automobiles with Chrysler for Dodge and Plymouth, Standard Motor
Products of India with Triumph for Standard Vanguard and Standard Herald etc. In Utility and Light
Commercial Vehicles, Vehicle Factory Jabalpur with Nissan for Jonga and Vahan 1Ton used by Indian
Army, M & M with Willys for CJ series Jeeps, Bajaj Tempo (now, Force Motors) with Tempo for
3-wheeler Tempo Hanseat and later Tempo Matador etc. In Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicles,
Vehicle Factory Jabalpur with MAN SE, Germany for Shaktiman Trucks, TATA Motors (then, TELCO)
with Mercedes Benz for bus and trucks, Ashok Motors with Leyland Motors for bus and trucks,
Hindistan Motors with General Motors for Bedford etc. In two-wheelers, Royal Enfield India with
Royal Enfield UK for Bullet, Bajaj Auto with Piaggio, Italy for Vespa range, Automobiles Products of
India(API) with Innocenti, Italy for Lambretta range, Escorts Group with CEKOP, Poland for Rajdoot,
Ideal Jawa, Mysore with CZ-Jawa of Czechoslovakia for Jawa and Yezdi range.
Overall growth of Indian automobile was slow in 1950s and 1960s because of license raj and cars still
remained a luxury item for masses. Starting 1970s growth started in farm sector and two-wheelers.
In 1983, Government of India started Maruti Udyog in collaboration with Suzuki of Japan. Maruti’s
first model called Maruti 800 became a big success. Within 5-6 years the company reached an
annual production level of nearly 1,00,000 cars per year. They launched various models like 800,
Gypsy, Omni van, Esteem, Zen, Baleno etc. By the end of 90s several other global multinational

car makers also started manufacturing their models in India. Among them were, General
Motors, Ford, Hyundai etc. In just a few years the Indian market for cars has become a hot
spot of global automotive activity.
14
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1.6.1 Indian Automobile Industry
As we see, Indian Auto industry started with import of cars in the 20s. Then the first manufacturing
started in the 40s. With continued progress many Indian companies like Maruti, Tata, Mahindra
have become very big global names. Now, they are not merely manufacturing European/American
or Japanese designs. But, they are doing so with their own research and development capabilities.
As a result, Nano model was developed by TATA Motors. This is the cheapest car in the world with
all convenient and quality features. India is now also exporting nearly 12% of manufactured cars
to Europe, USA and elsewhere in the world. The Indian automotive industry kept on expanding its
base slowly became one of the fastest growing automobile industry in the world. As we read, India
has already become top 5 commercial and passenger vehicle manufacturer in the world. We have
already overtaken Brazil in growth rate of car and have become one of the largest exporters of cars
in Asia after Japan and South Korea. Understanding the importance of the sector and potential to
create millions of jobs, Govt. of India put in place first Automotive Mission Plan (AMP) 2006-2016.

As a result of putting focus on the sector, we became a country of over 40 million passenger
vehicles by 2010. AMP envisaged to make India global hub for small car industry. As on
2015, India captured 31% share of small cars manufactured in the world. Apart from small
cars, we as a nation emerged as a leaders in manufacturing of a) petrol and diesel engine of
small capacity, b) low powered tractors, c) 2-wheelers and 3-wheelers commuter segment,
d) transmission and engine related components, e) auto-components with low complexity.
Three geographical regions of the country namely, North, West and South became automanufacturing hubs. The cluster in the South flourished near Chennai and became famous
by the name “Detroit of India”. Some of the brands working from this region are Hyundai,
Ford, Nissan, Renault and Ashok Leyland. Chennai being a port city also became the
exporting hub with share of more 50% of total exports.
The region around NCR, especially from Gurgaon in Haryana to Neemrana in Rajasthan
became another big hub for auto-manufacturing. Of late this region has taken a clear lead
over other regions with Nissan, Renault, Royal Enfield, and Hyundai shifting their head
offices in this part. This belt hosts India’s largest car manufacturing company MarutiSuzuki and the only plant of Harley-Davidson. This region is India’s biggest two-wheeler
manufacturing hub with 4 state-of-art facilities from world leader Hero MotoCorp at
Gurgaon, Dharuhera, Neemrana and Haridwar. Noida, Greater Noida and Faridabad are
other pockets of automotive manufacturing in NCR.
The Pune-Chakan belt in Maharashtra constitutes the western region of auto-manufacturing.
Global and Local companies like Volkswagen, Skoda, Mercedes Benz, Land Rover, Fiat, TATA
Motors, Mahindra and Mahindra, Force Motors etc. set up their manufacturing units in this
belt. Recently, another state on western side of India is emerging as automotive hub, namely
Gujarat with TATA’s Nano plant and Fords facility already operational. Hero MotoCorp and
Maruti-Suzuki have big plans of manufacturing and exporting from this costal belt. Telco at
Jamshedpur and Hindustan Motors at Kolkata are manufacturing sites in eastern part of the
country. With learning from AMP 2016, Govt. of India has made another ambitious plan
AMP 2026 (Automotive Mission Plan 2016-26). Vision Statement of AMP 2016-26 is very
simple yet extremely powerful. It’s called “Vision 3/12/65”.
• India to be among the top three engineering, manufacturing and exporting nation of
automotive vehicles and auto components by 2026.
• Value of Automotive Industry to become 12% of India’s GDP by 2026.
• Indian Automotive Industry to generate additional 65 million jobs by 2026.
While achieving this vision statement also focuses on global standards for safe, efficient
and environment friendly ecosystem for affordable mobility of people and transportation
of goods.
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Unit 1.7: Objectives of the Program
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

List the job features of a Sales Consultant Level 4
Understand the importance of a Sales Consultant in a business
Know the vitals of hosting the customers in an automobile showroom
Perform Various activities that a Sales Consultant Level 4 has to carry out in order to crate
customer friendly environment

1.7.1 Purpose of this Program
To build any business the most important aspect are the customers. Servicing and providing the
best comes under Customer Relationship Management and the responsibility is held by the Sales
Consultant. Customer Relationship Management is the eminent and the most efficient approach
in maintaining and creating relationships with customers. Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is not mere business but also building strong personal bonding with the people. Business
success can be taken to completely new levels by developing personal bonding with the customers.
Personal and emotional bonding also helps understand the inherent needs of customers and help
them serve better.
We can clearly sense an increasing trend of CRM taking strategic role in organizations and they are
implementing high-end technology based CRM management systems. Big data and cloud-based
technologies are helping organizations in harnessing the potential of customer relationships.
The program offers various learning opportunities thru activities amd role plays to understand and
offer the best customer service. Some of the important topics covered under this job role are:
1. Greeting and escorting the Customers
2. Being the face of the organization
3. Assisting in form filling and query handling
4. Assisting in effective visual display
5. Coordinate with co workers
6. Collect feedback from customers time to time to improve and enhance the relationship
7. Communication skills
8. Relationship building
9. Complaint handling and following up with customers
10. Effective customer satisfaction
Efficiently dealing with all the customers and providing them what they actually need surges the
customer satisfaction. This surges the chance of getting more business which ultimately enhances
turnover and profit. The chances of customer to be loyal on sustainable basis and keep referring
more customer will be high only if he is not only satisfied but delighted with the value we offer in
our relationship.
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Unit 1.8: Job Role of Sales Consultant Level 4
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Point out the important topics that will help in learning about best customer service
2. Understand the various skills and characteristic chanhes that you will inculcate to enhance
good customer experience
3. Manage and coordinate with the team to ensure sales turn over
4. Understand the importance of Handling customer.er concerns
5. List the activities that a consultant will carry out at an automobile showroom.
6. Learn about being presentable
7. Learn to satisfy customer within the norms of the organization

1.8.1 Role of a Sales Consultant Level 4
The responsibility of the Sales Consultant do not end at attending customers alone, it also involves
active participation in various other ATL/BTL activities held outside as well as leads from walk ins
and enquires through phone. They identify and develop sources of potential clients and customers
contacts interested in a purchase. They greet the customers, escort them to the lounge or seating
area. They provide refreshments and make the customer feel comfortable. They assist them in form
filling and understand their buying interests. They brief about the various features and advantages
of the products. Eventually making them feel comfortable and understand the benefits of the
products. They also need to follow up on free trials with phone and visits to the customers place.
Interact with customers and derive reasons for considering the purchase.they need to respond
positively to customer queries and complaints and resolve them timely. Maintain effective tracking
system to record all feedbacks and complaints. Arranging for payment forms, value added kit, pick
up or drop, such services are rendered by the Showroom Customer Relation Executive .They also
need to receive the orders and process the delivery of vehicles, they should get well versed with
the organization CRM system to make entries and keep track of records. Maintain MIS for service
revenue recovery and post service collections and provide time phased, qualified reports on the
overall performance through various sale of value added services.
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2. Handle Leads from
Various Source
Unit 2.1 - Lead Management
Unit 2.2 - Sales Process
Unit 2.3 - Post Sales Follow Up (PSF) Process
Unit 2.4 - Managing Various Campaigns & Initiatives
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Key Learning Outcomes

!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

At the end of this module, you will be able
...... to:
......

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

1. Learn best practices to increase your lead conversion rate and create more revenue generating
opportunities.
2. Learn step-by-step sales process to make sales.
3. Learn best practices to make Post Sales Follow up with customers.
4. Learn effective approaches to handle various campaigns & initiatives.
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Unit 2.1: Lead Management
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Use best practices to increase your lead conversion rate and create more revenue generating
opportunities.
2. Apply step-by-step sales process to make sales.
3. Use best practices to make Post Sales Follow up with customers.
4. Apply effective approaches to handle various campaigns & initiatives.

2.1.1 Overview
A lead is a prospective consumer of a product or service that is created when an individual shows
interest and provides his or her contact information. Businesses gain access to leads through
advertising, trade shows, direct mailings, Show Room walk-ins and other marketing efforts.

Fig: 2.1.1 Lead Management Overview
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2.1.2 Sources of Lead Management
You can increase your lead conversion rate and create more revenue generating opportunities, if
they are correctly tracked and developed. You need the right process and tools in place to make this
successful.
The various sources of lead generation:
- Showroom walk-ins: When customer visits showroom (in context with automotive dealerships),
he/she is a prospect.
- Telephonic Enquiries: When customer calls directly to showroom/ call centres to enquire about
the product, he/she is likely buyer. These leads are transferred to the specific dealerships
depending upon the customer location. From there leads are assigned to various executives.
- Referral: When we provide good service to our existing customers, most likely they refer it to
family & friends. This is also one of the very important sources.
- Web Enquiries: Now a days, people visits to the company Website & submit enquiry for the
products. These enquiries are again assigned to the executives.
- ATL & BTL Activities: This is the era of marketing, every dealership does lot of activities –
campaigning, advertisement, direct marketing, social media marketing, events, etc. So the leads
generated from these activities are also one of the sources of lead generation.
- Workshops: Workshop walkin/enquiry are the other sources of lead generation.

Steps of Lead Management
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

The Steps for Lead Management are:

Leads generated from various sources
Leads recorded in appropriate format
Leads assigned to executive
Leads followed up
Leads converted to opportunities
Fig: 2.1.2 Steps of Lead Management
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Unit 2.2: Sales Process
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

State need for sales process
Explain sales process
List steps of sales process
Apply sales process

2.2.1 Overview
According to Zig Ziglar, “The Best Paying hard work in the world is selling and the Poorest Paying easy
work in the world is Selling.”

2.2.2 Why is the Need of Following Sales Process?
Best-in-class companies view sales process as something that can be measured, can be trained, and
can be improved. These become a roadmap for the Salesperson while interacting with customers.
Standardization of process creates consistent customer experience.

Steps for Sales Process
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Fig: 2.2.2 Sales Process

Let’s discuss each step in detail.
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2.2.3 Sales Process – Opening
The objective of “opening” is to make the customer feel important and help create confidence in
you & brand.
Opening involves:
1. Welcome the Customer
2. Bring him/her in their Comfort Zone
3. Create Cconfidence
4. Make Customer Feel Important
5. Open an Enquiry Form

Steps for Opening
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Notes

Tips

Let’s discuss each of these steps of Opening in detail.
Welcome the Customer by:
- Greeting the customer
- Offering a handshake
- Introducing yourself
- Asking “How may I assist you?”

Bring the Customer in Comfort Zone by:
- Offering some small talk such as
- “It’s really hot today!“
- “How did you find the traffic while driving down?“
- Leading custmer to discussion table & offering a seat
- Offering refreshments
Create Confidence by:
- Adjusting your behavior using
- Steady eye-contact
- A calm face
- Straight body posture
- Natural gestures
- Matching your communication style to that of customer
using “Mirroring“ techniques

Unit

es

Fig: 2.2.3.1 Welcome the customer

Fig: 2.2.3.2 Comfort Zone

Fig: 2.2.3.3 Create Confidence

Make Customer Feel Important by:
- Treating him/her like a V.I.P
- Giving un-divided attention
- Switching off/muting your mobile phone and Laptop/PC
Fig: 2.2.3.4 Make Customer Feel
Important

Open an Enquiry Form by:
- Opening a new enquiry form
- Entering the customer details
- Registering the enquiry form with Dealer Management
Software (DMS)
- Generating Customer Id
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Steps for Opening

!

Key Learning
Outcomes

Time

Steps

Notes

Tips
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Sample Enquiry Form

ENQUIRY DETAILS

PROSPECT CARD
ENQUIRY TYPE

SALES EXECUTIVE NAME:
DATE OF ENQUIRY:_/_/20__ DMS ENTRY DATE:_/_/20__

Individual

DMS NO.:

Institution

LIKELY PURCHASE DATE:_________________
1 WEEK

2 WEEK

3 WEEK

4 WEEK

>1 MONTH

NAME:______________________________________________________________
CUSTOMER DETAILS

GENDER:

M

F

AGE

<20

20-25

25-30

>30

ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________PIN CODE______________________
CONTACT DETAILS: MOB___________ LANDLINE____________ EMAIL____________________
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT:
ENGINE CC___________

MODEL__________

VARIANT__________

COLOUR__________

EXISTING VEHICLE: MAKE_________________________ MODEL_________________________

OTHERS

EXCHANGE:

Y

N

MODEL ____________ YEAR: ___________ KMs: ____________

Next Follow-up Date
First Time Buyer

Repurchase

Additional

Fig: 2.2.3.6 Sample Enquiry Form

2.2.4 Sales Process – Understanding & Analysing Needs
The objective of “Understanding & Analysing Needs” is to correctly understand what the customer
is looking for, and thereby suggest an appropriate solution.
Understanding & Analysing Needs involves:
1. Taking permission to probe
2. Probing
3. Analysing responses

Steps for Understanding & Analysing Needs
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Let’s discuss in detail each of these steps of Understanding & Analysing Needs.
1. Taking Permission
Prepares the customer for your questions by using the phrase:
“To understand your need better, may I ask you a few questions that will help to suggest you the
right product?”

Fig: 2.2.4.1 Understanding & Analysing
Needs
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Steps for Understanding & Analysing Needs
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

2. Probing
Probing is a techinique of asking questions to explore a person’s needs, wants and his opinions
about a certain issue.

Fig: 2.2.4.2 Probing

Probing questions have to be relevant. I mean you cannot ask the customer ‘where do babies come
from? Or how is the weather outside? Or what do you think of the Prime Minister of India?
Ask, “So, what kind of questions can we begin with?”Collate answers on a flip chart and say all these
can be clubbed under two main types – Open-ended Probes and Closed-ended Probes.
• Open-ended probes are questions difficult to be answered in one word or phrase such as:
o “Why are you going in for a new bike?”
o “What features would you want your new car to have?”
• Close ended probes can be answered in a single word or phrase such as:
o “Which car do you own currently?”
o “Who is the main user of the bike?
After probing enter the customers’ responses in the below section of enquiry form:
NAME:______________________________________________________________
CUSTOMER DETAILS

GENDER:

M

F

AGE

<20

20-25

25-30

>30

ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________PIN CODE______________________
CONTACT DETAILS: MOB___________ LANDLINE____________ EMAIL____________________
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT:
ENGINE CC___________

MODEL__________

VARIANT__________

COLOUR__________

EXISTING VEHICLE: MAKE_________________________ MODEL_________________________

OTHERS

EXCHANGE:

Y

N

MODEL ____________ YEAR: ___________ KMs: ____________

Next Follow-up Date
First Time Buyer

Repurchase

Additional

Fig: 2.2.4.3 Enquiry Form

3. Analysing responses
- Customer usually has set priorities
- We need to
- Re-adjust Product demo
- Highlight features
- Funnel choice to 1-2 models
Fig: 2.2.4.4 Analysing responses
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2.2.5 Sales Process – Offer Solutions
The objective of “offer solutions“ is to suggest the right product or service to the customer.
Offer solutions involve:
1. Presenting the right product
2. Bringing-out the value

Steps for Offer Solutions
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

Let’s explore each of these steps of Offer Solutions in detail.
The right product for the customer, as per his/her need
- Use the right opportunity to seal your product & upsell
the right product as per the need assessment
- Use right product to increase the:
- Chance of sale
- Customer satisfaction
- Referral sales

Bringing-out The VALUE
ast service network
vailability of spare parts at reasonable price
ow running cost and highest mileage
n-matched technology

Fig: 2.2.5.1 Presenting Right Product

xcellent brand name

Fig: 2.2.5.2 Bringing-out The VALUE

Every company would have different values to offer the customer. We are explaining some of the
values which are common.
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2.2.6 Sales Process – Product Demo
The objective of “Product Demo“ is to explain and demonstrate how the ‘selecte’ product suits
customer’s identified needs.
“Product Demo” involves:
1. Selling Benefits
2. 2W / 4W Demonstration
3. Test Drive / Ride

Steps for Product Demo
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

Let’s now look at these steps of “Product Demo” in detail.
1. Selling Benefits
Sell the benefits by providing customers the following information:
- Feature: What are the specific characteristics built-in the product?
- Advantage: What are the features and functions of the feature?
- Benefit: What are the feature can do for you?
- Evidence: What are the proofs to support your points?
2. 2W / 4W Demonstration
Let us first go thru the Six Step Demo process in 4 Wheeler.
1. Front View
2. Under the Hood
3. Co Driver Side
4. Rear View
5. Driver Side
6. Interior

Fig: 2.2.6.1 4W Demonstration

Let us go thru the Five Step Demo process in 2 Wheeler.
The Five Step Demo process in 2 Wheeler is:
1. Front View
2. Rear View
3. Right View
4. Top View
5. Left View

Fig: 2.2.6.2 2W Demonstration

3. Test Drive / Ride
Before Test
After Test
Ride
Ride
In case of 4Wheeler – Test Drive, in 2Wheeler – Test Ride
Test Drive is the key step where customer can actually feel the different
During Test
features stated by the Executive during Demo. Test Ride should be
Ride
offered to each & every customer. Follow the procedure at each step set Fig: 2.2.6.3 Test Drive / Ride
by the organization for Test Drive/Ride.
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2.2.7 Sales Process – Handling Concerns
The objective of “Handeling Concerns“ is to handle customers cercerns positively and reassure
them that decision to buy is the right one.
“Handeling Concerns“ involves:
1. Why Customers have concerns
2. Managing Concerns
3. Tips for Handeling Concerns

Steps for Handling Concerns
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit

Let’s explore each of these steps in detail.

es

1. Why Customers Have Concerns?
- To reassure themselves on certain points
- To have more information about certain features or details
- To clarify doubts, objections, misunderstandings
- To make sure they are not making a mistake
Three Types of Concerns are:
- Price
- Time
- Product / Technology
- Service

Fig: 2.2.7.1 Why Customers
Have Concern

2. Managing Concerns
Manage concerns by following these steps:
Step
1

Acknowledge

Step
2

Ask

Step
3

Answer

Fig: 2.2.7.2 Managing Concerns

Let’s discuss each of these steps in detail.
Acknowledge
Acknowledge customer’s concern. Don’t argue with the customer!
Ask
- Find the hidden reasons for the concern
- Use probing questions to gain insight about the concern
- Paraphrase to get customer’s affirmation about your understanding
- Acknowledge that the customer has a genuine concern & you would be glad to resolve the same
for him
Answer
Answer using the right behavior and information. Let’s discuss this in detail.
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Steps for Handling Concerns
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit
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Use the Right Behaviour
- Never ignore/reject any concerns/objections
- Always seem receptive towards Concerns & be keen to resolve them
- Thank the customer for giving you the opportunity to resolve the concern – He could have simply
walked out of the showroom
Use the Right Information
Share the information on:
- What We Offer
- What Competitors offer
3. Tips for Handling Concerns
- Never argue; Never interrupt
- Only provide answers you know for certain are true
- Support your answers with evidence

Fig: 2.2.7.3 Tips for Handling Concerns
!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Time

Tips
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Activity
Find out of 2 to 3 cases where dealership executives effectively handled the customers’ concerns
related to price, time, technology, etc. You could find out the cases from your own or friend’s or
family’s experiences. You could also visit a showroom and gather the information from the dealership
executives present in the showroom.
Submit your findings in the form of a short write-up to the facilitator in the next session.
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2.2.8 Sales Process – Decision Making
The objective of “Decision Making“ is to help the customer know the product.
Decision Making involves:
1. Offering a payment solution
2. Providing finance explanations

Steps for Decision Making
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

Let’s discuss each of these steps in detail.
1. Offering a Payment Solution
- Car / Bikes can be purchase by two payment modes:
- Cash
- Finance
- Offer a simple, fast, transparent and hassle free Finance Plan
- Arrange all necessary paper work
2. Providing Finance Explanations
- Provide Explanations / communication related to:
- EMI (Equated Monthly Installment) calculations
- Supporting documents / proofs required
- Other details

2.2.9 Sales Process – Closing
The objective of “Closing“ is to get the deal.
“Closing“ involves:
1. Identifying Buying Signal
2. Using Closing Techniques
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Fig: 2.2.8.1 Payment
Solution

Fig: 2.2. 8.2 Providing
Finance
Explanations
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Steps for Closing
Key Learning
Outcomes

!
Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit
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Let’s learn about each of these steps in detail.
1. Identifying Buying Signals
- Questions:
- When can you deliver the vehicle?
- What other colours is it available in?
- Statements
- I like it in red color
- I thing I can afford it
- Statements
- Listening attentively
- Thinking for a long time
2. Using Closing Techniques
The tool to be used depending on the condition:
1. Positive Assumption Close
Assume that the sale is made, and it is a done deal. Customers tend to agree with the salesperson
sometimes. Your positive attitude projects confidence
2. Two Choice Close
Offer two positive choices to the customer to choose from. It is not a choice between a yes and
a no, but rather between two yeses
3. The “If” Close
The salesperson agrees to do some ‘favour’ for the customer in return for the deal. Use it if your
customer is hesitating to make a decision
4. Future Event Close
To suggest buying as soon as possible, before something unfavorable happens
5. Pros & Cons Close
The salesperson understands that the customer is in two minds, especially while also considering
other models
6. The Last Ditch Close
To be resorted to only when all other types of techniques have failed and customer is getting up
to leave
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Unit 2.3: Post Sales Follow Up (PSF) Process
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

es

Use Post Sales Follow-up Process to
Appreciate customer for a major purchase
Provide information that will enable better use of the vehicle
Get feedback from customers to improve services

2.3.1 Basic Elements
PSF Calls show customer that you care about their satisfaction with your product or service; it also
gives customer the opportunity to ask questions or express concerns they may have.
A Script is provided to the concern executive to conduct PSF calls.
In general PSF call is done after Day 3 of purchase date.
Customer voice to be captured & then updated into DMS (Dealership Management System). If there
is any complaint from the customer, apologize & escalate the complaint to the concern person.
Make sure that complaints are resolved.
Refer to the Sample PSF Call Script given below:

Fig: 2.3.1.1 PSF Call Script
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2.3.1 Basic Elements
Refer to the Sample questionnaire for PSF Call given below:

Fig: 2.3.1.2 Questionaire for PSF Call
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Activity
Additional Reading
Refer on Internet at the following link to learn more about how to effectively follow-up after a sale:
https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/sales/pages/effective-sales-followup-5-simple-steps.aspx?caId=tabs-2
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Unit 2.4: Managing Various Campaigns & Initiatives
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define Campaign
State need for campaign
List different types of campaign
Retain customers thru campaign
Generate enquiries and walk ins

2.4.1 Objective
Lead Generation – These types of campaigns directly generate new prospects.
Brand Building – These types of campaigns may not generate direct responses but they attract
people to showroom.

Fig: 2.4.1 Lead Generation and Brand Building
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2.4.2 Customer Retention Campaigns
Some Customer Retention Campaigns run by different dealerships are:
- Referral schemes
- Free driving training
- Birthday and anniversary wishes
- Free service camps
- Free display camp
- New launch Invitations
Executives need to plan for the events – Objective, Planning, Execute it properly & analyse the
outcomes of the campaign afterwards.
For Analysing – Using Dealership management system, analyse trend (Monthly & Yearly) & see the
effect of the different campaign/initiative.
It is very important to collect the data from each person in activity register.
Activity register is a format where name, address & contact number, etc., are registered for each
person. These data base are used later to generate sales for the dealerships.

2.4.3 Enquiry Generation Campaigns
Some new enquiry generation campaigns run by different dealerships are:
- Loan Mela
- Outdoor hoardings
- Special discount and schemes on festivals
- Local newspaper / TV ads
- Camps in colleges, banks, etc.
- Local tie up to cross sell merchandise
- Mall displays
- Airport displays
In these types of campaign & initiative, executives get to interact with lot of people who may be
their prospects. So it is very important to collect the data from each person in activity register.
Activity register is a format where name, address & contact number etc. are registered for each
person.
These data base are used later to generate sales for the dealerships.
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Summary
Here are the key takeaways from our session program:
Use the right process and tool to increase your lead conversion rate and create more revenue
generating opportunities.
Apply the step-by-step sales process to make sales.
Use PSF Calls to show customer that you care about their satisfaction with your product or service
and to give customer the opportunity to ask questions or express concerns they may have.
Use campaigns and initiatives for generating leads and brand building.
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3. Plan and Organize Work
to Meet Expected
Outcome
Unit 3.1 - Organization Policy and Procedures
Unit 3.2 - Time Management
Unit 3.3 - Workplace Cleanliness
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Key Learning Outcomes

!
Key Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module, you will be

......
able
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

to:

1. Understand the importance of organizational policies and procedures.
2. Learn how to use your time effectively at work.
3. Learn best practices to keep your workplace clean.
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Unit 3.1: Organization Policy & Procedures
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Demonstration of product
Follow the rules of the policies in an organization
State benefits of policies and procedures
State examples of organization policies
Importance of working in line with policies
Seek guidance from appropriate people as and when required

3.1.1 Introduction
A set of policies, principles, rules and guidelines are devised or implemented by groups to attain its
long-term objectives and are usually available in a pamphlet or any other form that is extensively
available to the people in the organization.
Policies and procedures are designed to influence and determine all major decisions and actions,
and activities are performed within the limits set by them. Procedures are the precise methods
employed to express policies in action in day-to-day operations of the organization. Together,
policies and procedures ensure that a point of view held by the governing body of a company is
translated into stages that result in an outcome well suited with that view.
A policy is a statement that underpins how human resource management issues will be dealt with
in an organization. It communicates an organization’s values and the organization’s expectations of
employees’ behaviors and performance.
These workplace policies define a set of do and don’t within the organization. It includes behavioral,
managerial and other acceptable rules. It also defines the consequences of not abiding by the
policies. This makes it easy for the top management to function at a said standard and handle
employees. All these policies are written and stamped with organization logo and stamp.
A workplace policy entails a statement of determination and one or more broad guidelines on action
to be implemented to achieve the principle. The extent of the policies written varies depending on
what type of issues it is addressing. It consists lot of annexure and legal points also that may be
applicable for a certain issue.
The diversity in opinions must be addressed in meetings and changes must be imposed as required
and from approval of higher authorities. Any new and important issues must be introduced in
addition to the existing policies. Most of the organizations provide joining kit on the day of induction
training. The training also introduces to the basic policies like dress code, timings, work culture,
holidays, job description etc.
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3.1.2 Your Role
Every company has different policies and procedures. The policies and procedures are explained in
meticulous detail to all employees during their induction program at the company.
Most of the organizations provide joining kit on the day of induction training. The training also
introduces to the basic policies like dress code, timings, work culture, holidays, job description etc.

3.1.3 Benefits of Organizational Policies & Procedures
The key benefits of company policies and procedures are they:
- Help comply with employment and associated regulation
- Ensure consistency and standardisation in operational procedures and decision-making
- Save time in handling new problem and effectively with an existing policy
- Provide the framework for strategic planning
- Assist in monitoring performance and establishing liability
- Clarify roles and responsibilities
- Help employees understand what is expected from them with respect to standards of behaviour
and performance
- Set rules and guidelines for decision-making in routine situations
- Help adopting a consistent and clear response across the company to incessantly refer to
situations concernin employee interaction
- Allows to demonstrate establish good faith among employees fairly and equally treatment

3.1.4 Some Examples of Common Workplace Policies
The common examples of workplace policies are:
- Code of conduct
- Recruitment policy
- Internet and e-mail policy
- Mobile phone policy
- Non-smoking policy
- Drug and alcohol policy
- Health and safety policy
- Anti-discrimination and harassment policy
- Grievance handling policy
Fig: 3.1.4 Some Examples of Common Workplace
- Discipline and termination policy
Policies
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3.1.5 Work In Line with Organization Policies & Procedures
Organizations will have a set of rules that direct employees’ action in line with what is believed to
be right. One should follow the policies set by the organization.
Working ethically includes:
- Being on time to work
- Avoiding unnecessary leaves
- Using office resources only for office use
- Not accepting anything in cash or kind from customers
- Not disclosing official matters to outsiders
- Avoid gossiping

3.1.6 Work Within the Boundaries of Your Role
When you work in any organization, you have particular tasks to do as part of your job. If you work
within the responsibilities, roles and limits of your job description, you will also be working in line
with the organization’s beliefs and values.
The tasks you do in your job are directed by:
- Your job description
- Codes of practice, regulations and laws
- Workplace policies and procedures
All these documents are written to reflect the beliefs and values of your organization.

Fig: 3.1.6 Work Withing the Limit of Your Job Roles

The organization’s beliefs (or philosophy) are its main goal or aim. The goals worked out by the
people who start the service and should describe the reason the service was first set up or the
reason the service exists. For example, the service may exist to provide information and support to
people with disabilities. The belief or goal of the service is supported by its policies and procedures.
Policies point out the general direction of the service, and the procedures are the step-by-step rules
that direct how the policy will be put into place. As workers they need to support the organization’s
policies by following its procedures.
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3.1.7 Keep Organizational Information Private and Confidential
When you work in any organization, you have particular tasks to do as part of your job. If you work
within the roles, responsibilities and boundaries of your job description, you will also be working in
line with the organization’s beliefs and values.
There are many ways that you can keep information private and confidential. For example:
- Do not use the person’s full name if you are speaking to them on the telephone or talking to
them in a public space such as a waiting room. Always be aware that other people may hear your
conversation.
- Do not talk about customer or co-workers in social situations or give away information that might
identify a person.
You should not share customer information with your co-workers without the customer’s permission
even though you work closely together and are employed by the same organization.
Always follow your organization’s procedures about destroying private or confidential information.
Ensure information not to be recycled – be locked away when they are not being used – are disposed
of properly such as shredded.
All information provided by a customer, even in casual conversation, should be treated confidentially.
Do not share organization’s internal data or information to any outsider.

Fig: 3.1.7 Keep Organizational Information Private and Confidential
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3.1.8 Guidance from Appropriate People
You may experience situations when you have problems doing your job well. Unexpected things can
happen to change the day-to-day operations of an organization or workplace.
When you have difficulties in carrying out your duties, you need to report these problems to your
supervisor. It is important that you report problems to your supervisor so that solutions can be
found. In this way one can feel more comfortable and work efficiently.

3.1.9 Managing Time/Materials/Cost Effectively
Working effectively means doing your job without wasting time or energy. In your work you
probably have a wide range of tasks to do. You need to clearly understand what is expected of
you. For example, you may be the person who answers the phone, receive customers, etc. Your job
description will describe the tasks you have to do. However, not everything that is expected of you
will be written in the job description or other workplace documents.
You must have a clear understanding of what you are expected to do and you must also know how
you should work with other team members.
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Unit 3.2: Time Management
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time

Steps

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

State importance of time management
Tell what are the various obstacle sin effective time management
State how to overcome the obstacles of time management
Set goals and prioritize work
Avoid procrastination
Organize and schedule tasks
Explain the pickle jar theory

3.2.1 Why Time Management?
What a person achieves during a day purely depends how he/she uses energy and abilities. Since
there is always demand on time, it will be helpful to plan and think about what to do with available
time and to reflect some strategies for operative time management. Time management is about
making to work smarter and accomplish the goal more easily and rapidly.
Effictive time management rewards in a variety of ways:
- More efficient in serving your work leading to better productivity.
- Achieve greater success in certainly feel healthier, more energetic, and better mood.

Fig: 3.2.1 Why Time Management?
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3.2.2 Obstacles to Effective Time Management
There are many things that make it difficult for us to manage our time effectively. Let’s consider
some of the common ones, and see if they apply to us. Most of us are willing to help others as and
when requirement comes but this can mean taking time away from other priorities to do something
we may not have planned.
Interruption: The most common interruption is the phone. These calls and messages may or may
not be important, but we get tempted to receive them and converse long hours during work. Social
media like Facebook Twitter or watsapp are tempting to get involved in group discussions which may
not be necessary at that time. This takes away the potential time and energy. These calls not only
interrupt our work but also interrupt our thoughts and distract from mainstream work. Recognizing
and making use of these times can have a positive effect on our efforts.
Too Many Things at a time: Most of the tasks we do are not routines. They require dedication and
eye for detail. When we are attempting to do too many different things at one time, each individual
task suffers as a result.
Stress and Fatigue: Everyone experiences stress from time to time, and sometimes we actually
perform slightly better when there is some level of stress. Too much stress, on the other hand,
wears us down physically and mentally affecting our work. Dealing with stress is an important
aspect of time management.
All Work and No Play: Most successful people know how to balance work and play. When work
takes over your life, you may end up sacrificing the important part in life like family and friends.
Therefore, give your body little time to re-energize and enjoy life.
!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

Activity
- Collect the three pages containing 24 squares on them from your facilitator.
- Fill the squares (based on the time you spend on various activities on a regular day) and label them
with routine activities like:
- Sleeping (6 hours is equal to 6 squares), bathing, eating, travel, and TV time
- Non-reproductive time like long tea-breaks, water cooler chats, personal telephone calls
and e-mails, etc.
- Productive time like reading something useful or brainstorming on important topic
- After filling all squares, identify time wasters and time spent on routine activities.
- Come up with as many ideas as possible to handle your time wasters.
- Share your findings with your facilitator in the next session.
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3.2.3 Solutions to Overcome the Obstacles
The most difficult part of overcoming obstacles is to recognize them. Once the obstacles are
identified start to eradicate one by one. To delete obstacles here are some strategies that can be
followed.

3.2.4 Set Clear Goals
- As a leader, you will want to accomplish many things in your time of office. The greatest favor
that you can do to yourself is to define what those targets are and ensure your struggles are always
absorbed toward their accomplishment.
- Effective goals share a number of characteristics in common. Effective goals are:
- Specific – When a goal is too vague, you may never know how to grasp it or even when
you have reached it. Ensure that you know exactly what you hope to achieve.
- Measurable – When you have a goal that is measurable, you will know how far you have
to go to reach the goal, and when you will get there.
- Achievable – It is wothy to set your vision high, but sometimes we try to
achieve more than we can actually do. Your goals should be such that, if you “extend
yourself” you can just reach them. For example, if a person weighing 100 kilos decides to
lose 30 kilos in a month its absured. Rather if he set a goal to lose 5 kilos each month
that’s achievable.
- Realistic – Your goal has to be real. Saying I will fetch the moon for you, as in many
Bollywood movies is fictious. So set your goal that is realistic. You can refer to the same
example of a person weighing 100 kilos. If he wants to build body like John Abraham or
Hritik Roshan in a month it’s unrealistic.
- Time-based – It is important to set time guidelines for your goals, so that you can keep
track of your development as you are along and can be aware to when you are falling
behind the schedule.

Fig: 3.2.4 Set Clear Goals
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3.2.5 Prioritize
While working there will be plenty of tasks. It is important to prioritize the tasks by making list of
tasks in chronological order of their importance.
The following technique may be helpful in prioritizing:
- Do – Determine from the list the things you think are most important to accomplish. These are
the things you should do yourself.
- Delegate – Remember that there are many people within your district with skills, experience, and
motivation to carry out a wide variety of tasks.
- Delay Until another Time – Some things can wait. The risk is delaying most of the things until
deadlines are near. The best policy here is to consider when things are due, how long it will take
to accomplish them, and what your current workload will allow.
- Delete – If you have set goals earlier, you may identify that some of them are not achievable or
realistic, or that they may not be important. A good worker knows what is important and delete
the rest.
It is important when you have prioritized your tasks that you:
- Address the Urgent – Address things with short-term penalties as soon as possible.
- Accomplish What Priority – Reports and requests that are handled important and next in priority
should come next. Don’t procrastinate. Do not pospone work if it can be completed today.
- Attach Deadlines to Things You Delay – – Set time limit for things that can be delayed. Don’t push
it aside if it can wait, but set a timeline/deadline to complete the task. Create a deadline for the
task in your schedule, and reminders for you to begin working on it.

Fig: 3.2.5 Prioritize
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3.2.6 Organize
Once the task is prioritized and timelines are set its time to organize the same. A monthly planner or
a small diary can be used to organize the tasks. Lot of mobile applications are available to organize
tasks in the form of daily or monthly planner tasks.
Whatever method you choose, make sure you organize your tasks so that you can stay on track.

Fig: 3.2.6 Organize
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3.2.7 Learn When To Say “NO“
The strategies addressed so far are related to business issues. Now, let’s address some more
“personal” strategies that you can apply to your life. These also have a great impact on how
effectively you manage your time.
The first of these strategies is being able to say “NO” when it is appropriate. That doesn’t change,
but as your duties expand as a leader you will find you are called on to do much more than you have
ever been asked to do before.
Saying NO does not mean a person is irresponsible, but is mature enough to understand what is the
main priority. Tasks have to be completed in stipulated time, and not so important task requests or
tasks that are in the bucket of others can hamper the actual work if one does not say NO.
To be able to say “NO”, you will have to accept these three principles:
- I realize that I can’t do everything.
- I won’t accept to pick up a task or project that I am aware that i will be unable to complete in the
given timeframe.
- I will not make commitments that are not consistent with the goals and objectives I have set for
myself.
If follow these principles, you will find it easier to justify (and explain) why some requests must
be turned down. You will also find that you are better able to accomplish the things that you have
prioritized as “must do.”

Fig: 3.2.7 Learn When To Say “NO”
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3.2.8 Use Your Waiting Time
Another personal time management skill is to make good use of your “waiting time.”
Using Waiting Time- At times it just happens that there is nothing to do but wait. In such circumstances
doing nothing can be replaced with useful tasks. For instance:
- Time spent commuting on a train or bus
- Waiting time at the doctor’s clinic for your appointment
- Time spent on a plane, checkin, boarding or waiting for baggage
- Time spent “on hold” over the telephone
- Time spent on waiting before a meeting when you arrive early than anticipated
The trick to make use of your waiting time is to always ensure you have something with you that you
can accomplish in the event that you are kept waiting. For instance:
- Reading Correspondence – Take your mobile with you and read emails while waiting or traveling
- Writing Letters or Memos – Use the waiting time to shortlist the pending taks, memos, letters, or
update your planner
- Reading or Listening to Tapes – Reading newspapers, books, magazines which could be related
to work or leisure. Listen to videos, audios or informative speech. Alternative to be impatient
when you are delayed, this could be the best time to upgrade your knowledge and skills

Fig: 3.2.8 Use Your Waiting Time
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3.2.9 Focus On The Task
Concentrate On The work There will be many tasks that one will be juggling with at work. There is
no way around this fact. But, one important strategy to keep in mind is to concentrate completely
on the current task. Concentration can be difficult when you have a lot on your mind. Your time will
be better spent if you are able to:
- Focus on Your Goal – When there is too many things on plate it is essential to focus on the
purpose. Among the commitments to be accomplished concentrating more on essential tasks will
ensure better utilization of time.
- Avoid Interruptions – You can’t detach yourself all the time, but by evading interruptions for
precise periods of time, you will find you can asks successfully in much less time than you had
thought. While receiving calls be assertive in confirming the urgency so that if it can wait you
could call back later. Same thing applies to meeting an acquaintance or friend.

Fig: 3.2.9 Focus On The Task

3.2.10 Manage Prime Time
Everyone is different. Some people are active in early mornings and some late night or evening. So
depending on the energy level one must plan and organize the day. When the energy is most then
the important tasks must be accomplished.
When you plan your tasks, think about your own “prime time.” If you do your best work early, plan
to do the routine tasks later in the day and concentrate on the more challenging tasks when you are
at your best. If you can’t get going until far long, handle the routines in the morning and save the
more difficult tasks for later.

Fig: 3.2.10 Manage Prime
Time
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3.2.11 Celebrate Your Success
Cherish achievements with team and family to encourage bonding and maintain work life balance.
If you are in a team or have delegated some work to others, you must reward the efforts of everyone
who is involved. Celebration makes the team bonding strong and improves relationship too. However
tight your schedule looks, this is TIME WELL SPENT!

Fig: 3.2.11 Celebrate Your Success

3.2.12 Urgent/Important Principle
Imagine that your boss has asked you to prepare an important presentation. Your workload is already
high, and you have many other urgent and important tasks on your To-Do List. You’re anxious and
you don’t know which task to complete first.
Urgent/Important Principle helps us ponder on our priorities, and identify which of your tasks are
essential and which are essentially and distractions. Important activities have an outcome that leads
to us in achieving our goals, whether these are professional or personal. Urgent asks require instant
attention, and are mostly associated with accomplishing someone else’s purpose. These are the
regular ones we focus on, and they claim attention as the results of not focusing on them are instant.
When we know which activities are important and which are urgent, we can identify the activities
that we should focus on, as well as the ones we should ignore.
To use the principle, list down all of your tasks and activities, and put each task/activity into one of
the following categories:
1. Important and urgent
2. Important but not urgent
3. Not important but urgent
4. Not important and not urgent
Schedule tasks and activities as per their urgency and important. First focus on completing important
and urgent tasks and then completing the important but not urgent tasks. Urgent but not important
tasks are things that prevent you from achieving your goals. Check whether you can rearrange or
delegate them. Not Important and not Urgent activities are just distractions – avoid them if possible.
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3.2.13 An Interesting Story
One day a professor took up the task to explain time management to his students. The method he
chose was indeed impressive to all and of course quite impactful. He brought a huge pickle jar, a few
poly bags filled with some heavy and light objects. He smiled before he began to start his teaching.
He said “today I will not teach, but you will learn”. Students were puzzled to hear weird statements
from the professor. He placed a huge pickle jar on the table. Then he spread fe stones on the table,
some were huge and some small like pebbles. First he poured all the big stones into the jar, then the
pebbles. He looked up and asked the students, is the Jar full? He got a reply “yes”. He pulled some
gravel from a poly bag and poured it in the jar. He asked the same question and got the same answer
But one of the students said “May be not.” He smiled and gave a thumps up sign and continued. He
pored some sand this time and asked the same question. By this time the students had understood
that the experiment has something deep to communicate and they kept quite. Professor now
poured some water inside the jar. And said. Now the Jar is full. Try doing it other way round. Start
from water and then get back to stones.
What are the ‘big stones’ in your life? Your children; Your loved ones; Your education; Your dreams;
A worthy cause; Teaching or mentoring others; Doing things that you love; Time for yourself; Your
health; Your mate (or significant other). Remember to put these BIG STONES in first or you’ll never
get them in at all. If you sweat about the little stuff (the gravel, sand, and water), then you’ll fill your
life with little things you worry about that don’t really matter, and you’ll never have the time you
need to spend on the big, important stuff (the big stones).
So it is very essential to understand priorities and organize ones schedule that way.

Fig: 3.2.13 An Interesting Story
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Unit 3.3: Workplace Cleanliness
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define the importance of workplace cleanliness
Explain the 5S approach towards cleanliness
Take care of wastages
Apply Kaizen principles of cleanliness

3.3.1 Importance of Workplace Cleanliness
In the workplace, hygiene is very important. Through the introduction of some sensible office
policies, you can help to make sure that your workplace is clean and hygienic as possible. Workplaces
should be safe and clean with minimal exposure to germs. Regardless of the industry, these policies
are very important, and may not be limited to hand washing, hand sanitizers, personal hygiene
expectations and illness policies. Many workers find themselves overwhelmed by the amount of
junk and clutter on their desks. By sparing a few minutes each day, the office surroundings can
be professional, healthier and less stressful. While hiring a commercial cleaning service is very
important for making sure a healthy and clean workplace, it is also just as important to undertake
some basic rules of cleanliness to help ensure the office is at its best.

3.3.2 5S Approach
5S is short for: Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize and Sustain
5S represents 5 disciplines for maintaining a visual workplace (visual controls and information
systems).
These are foundational to Kaizen (continuous improvement) and a manufacturing strategy based
“Lean Manufacturing” (waste removing) concepts.
5S is one of the activities that will help ensure our company’s survival.
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3.3.3 Some New Concepts
These are:
- Red Tag Process for tagging, removing and disposing of items that are not needed in the work
area.
- Lean Manufacturing concept seek continuous improvement by eliminating waste in processes.
Some Japanese words you need to know:
- Kaizen (pronounced “kizen”) – Improvement
- Kaizen Event and 5S Event – Planned improvements to a specific area or process (usually take 3 to
5 days). 5S Events focus on making 5S improvements.
- Muda (pronounced “moo da”) – waste
- Gemba(pronounced “gimba”) – workplace
- Kanban (pronounced “kon bon”) – Pull type inventory control system. Items are only produced to
meet customer’s needs. The request to produce more is signaled from an upstream operation
and/or customer orders.
- Value Stream Map – A diagram of all processes needed to make and deliver the product to the
customer.
Other Problem Solving Tools
Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a problem solving and constraint management methods. Use the five
Step structure of TOC to explain troubles that you will come across in your incessant development
hard work.

3.3.4 5S Examples

Fig: 3.3.4.1 Before 5S

Fig: 3.3.4.2 After 5S

You can see how the things are lying untidy before 5S and how after 5S the things are cleaned,
organized and drawers are labeled. Overall, by using the 5S approach we can locate the stuff in less
time and avoid the frustration in hunting things.
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3.3.5 5S Examples − Sort, Set in Order

Fig: 3.3.5.1 Sort

Fig: 3.3.5.2 Set in Order

Sort − All unneeded tools, parts and supplies
are removed from the area

Set in Order − A place for everything and
everything is in its place

3.3.6 5S Examples − Shine

Fig: 3.3.6 Shine

Shine − The area is cleaned as it is believed that the work is performed (best) in a clean environment,
and a routine should be exercised to keep the work place clean.

3.3.7 5S Examples − Standardize
Standardize − cleaning and identification methods − are consistently applied. Departments have
weekly 5S tours.
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3.3.8 5S Examples – Sustain
Sustain implies that 5S is a habit and should be continually improved.
5S is a simple idea with powerful results.
Experience has proved that better organized the work area more productive is the work .

3.3.9 The Good, Bad and The Ugly
First the Bad and the Ugly − Life Without 5S

Fig: 3.3.9.1 The Bad and The Ugly

The Good

Fig: 3.3.9.2 The Good
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3.3.10 What is Waste (Muda)?
Some of the main forms of waste are:
- Overproduction
- Waiting for materials, machines or instruction
- Transportation or movement
- Excessive inventory
- Inefficient machine processing and/or operation
- Producing defects
- Part or line changeover or machine setup
- Inadequate housekeeping
- Miscommunication or inadequate instruction

Fig: 3.3.10 What is Waste (Muda)?

3.3.11 What is Improvement (Kaizen) Principles?
Get rid of all old (false) assumptions. Don’t look for excuses; look for ways to make it happen. Don’t
worry about being perfect. Even if you only get it half right “start NOW”! Never stop doing KAIZEN.
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Unit 4.1 - Introduction to Communication Skills
Unit 4.2 - Verbal Communication Skills
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Unit 4.4 - Other Components
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1. Understand all forms of verbal and non-verbal communication to communicate clearly and
effectively with your colleagues, supervisors, customers and other stakeholders.
2. Discuss the importance of communication skills.
3. Understand how to examine your customers’ body language and accordingly use an appropriate
approach to deal with them.
4. Learn best practices for grooming to look presentable and make good impression on your
customers.
5. Understand proper personal etiquettes at workplace.
6. Explain the different types of customers and choose the appropriate approach to deal with
them.
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Unit 4.1: Introduction to Communication Skills
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define Communication Skills
State importance of communication skills
Explain process of communication
Identify components of communication

4.1.1 Why Communication Skills?
Formal education is not a guarantee for achieving success in your life. Without special qualifications
also people can become successful in their respective fields.
This emphasizes the importance of communication skills in achieving your goal to work effectively
with:
- External parties such as customers, vendors, etc
- Internal stakeholders such your peers and supervisors

Fig: 4.1.1.1 Communication Skills Matter

Fig: 4.1.1.2 Why Communication
Skills?
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4.1.2 What is Communication?
Communication is the process of exchanging information from one person to another using a
medium. People exchange information by speaking, writing or using body signals or languages.

Fig: 4.1.2 What is Communication?
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4.1.3 Process of Communication?
The major elements of communication process are sender, message, receiver and feedback.

Fig: 4.1.3 Process of Communication

(1) Sender:
The person who send a the message to convey some information and ideas to others is known as
sender or communicator.
(2) Message:
This is the ideas or information of the communication.
(3) Receiver:
Receiver is the person who receives the message or for whom the message is meant for. It is the
receiver who tries to understand the message in the best possible manner in achieving the desired
objectives.
(4) Feedback:
Feedback is the process of ensuring that the receiver has received the message and understood in
the same sense as sender meant it.
!
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on communication process.
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4.1.4 Components of Effective Communication
Various researches have shown that an effective communication consists of:
- 93% Non-Verbal Communication or How You Say
- 55% Body Language
- 38% Voice
- 7% Verbal Communication or What You Say

Fig: 4.1.4 Components of Effective Communication
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Unit 4.2: Verbal Communication Skills
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Define verbal communication and its importance
2. Know to improve verbal communication

4.2.1 Importance of Verbal Communication
Whenever we start a conversation with someone, we are more focused towards what we say? But,
words account for 7% importance in a conversation.

Fig: 4.2.1 Importance of Verbal Communication

4.2.2 Words
Verbal communication consists of sharing thoughts through the meaning of words. Words are a set
of alphabets, to express our feelings or emotions. Verbal communications are of two types: written
and oral communication.
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4.2.3 How to Improve Verbal Communication
Some of the ways through which you can improve your verbal communication are:
- Read newspapers/magazines, etc.
- Practice using 10-15 new words everyday
- Do not use informal language/slangs
- Think before you speak
While communicating always try to think about how someone else will understand what you are
trying to communicate.
!
Key Learning
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Activity
Building New Vocabulary
Maintain a diary of new vocabulary. Everyday add 10-15 new words that would improve your
communication at work in the diary. At the end of the week, you may compare your entries with
your peers. You may update your diary with the interesting and useful words that your peers have
built up. Also, try to use the new words while speaking with your customers, peers, supervisors,
etc., to improve your word power.
Additional Readings
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on some interesting tips to improve your
verbal communication.
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Unit 4.3: Non-Verbal Communication Skills
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify components of non-verbal communication
2. Importance of body language
3. Differentiate good and bad voice

4.3.1 Components of Non-verbal Communication
How you say (Non-verbal Communication) includes:
- Voice
- Body language

Fig: 4.3.1.1 Voice

Fig: 4.3.1.2 Body Language

4.3.2 Components of Non-verbal Communication:Voice
Speech requires the presence of a voice that can be modulated. Vocal features that contribute
to our interpretation of spoken language such as voiced pauses or intonation plays an important
part to help us understand what is said to us. For instance, if the volume of your friend’s speech is
decidedly low, then there’s a good chance he’s sad over something. Likewise, if your teacher ends a
sentence with a elevation in pitch, or an upward inflection, then she’s most likely asking a question.
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4.3.2.1 What is Voice?
It is a specified quality, pitch and tone of vocal sound.

4.3.2.2 Relevance of Voice
For an effective communication, voice has 38% importance. So, “The way you say” matters a lot.

Fig: 4.3.2.2 Relevance of Voice

4.3.2.3 Characteristics of a Good Voice

Fig: 4.3.2.3 Characteristics of a Good Voice

Keep the following principles in mind using voice for your communication:
- Audible: To be heard
- Clarity: To convey the right message
- Speed: To be understood
- Pauses: To pay attention before an important message
- Tone: To convey the information with as much vocal energy and enthusiasm as possible
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Activity
Additional Readings
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on using proper voice. For example,
refer to the following link on the Internet to learn some interesting tips to improve your voice:
http://web.mst.edu/~toast/docs/Your%20Spkg%20Voice.pdf
Breathing Exercise
Your voice also becomes bad or unclear when you are under stress or tension. You may perform the
following steps of a breathing exercise to release your tension and become relaxed:
- Stand in an easy position with your feet little apart (about 1 feet) from each other. Keep your spine
straight, head balanced and face muscles relaxed.
- Breathe in to a count of three slowly, and then out to a count of three slowly.
- Try not to raise your shoulders as you breathe. Breathe in through your ASC/ Ne and out through
your mouth.
- Put your palm on your abdomen and feel the movement.
- Repeat this exercise 10 times.

4.3.3 Components of Non-verbal Communication:Body Language
Some estimates suggest that speech only makes up small part of communication. The remaining
part of the message is expressed non-verbally, by vocal tone, expressions, eye-contact and gestures,
body posture etc. Body language can be used to emphasize or stress upon what a person is trying
to say and also propose. However, it is also possible for body movements to conflict with what is
said. A trained spectator may be able to sense such inconsistency in actions and use them as a hint
to what the other person’s real emotion and thoughts are. The facial expressions talk a lot about
articulations and distortions that can be interpreted distinctly based on the situation.
The human face is capable of all manner of articulations and distortions, and each of them can be
interpreted in a unique way depending on the situation. For example, a smirk could bore sense of
self-satisfaction or could be a shy response to an embarrassing. A smirk could borea sense of self
satisfaction or could be a wary response to an embarrassing question.
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4.3.3.1 Importance of Body Language
Let’s explore the second component of the non-verbal communication−body language. For an
effective communication, Body Language has 55% importance.

Fig: 4.3.3.1 Importance of Body Language

A lot of our communication happens without speaking through our body language, it is important
that you adopt a proper body language in your communication.

4.3.3.2 Components of Body Language
The key components of body language are:
- Body Posture
- Gestures
- Facial Expressions
- Eye Movements

4.3.3.3 Do’s of Body Language
Always follow these do’s of body language in your communication:

Fig: 4.3.3.3.1 Shake hands
firmly

Fig: 4.3.3.3.2 Smile

Fig: 4.3.3.3.4 Pay attention
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4.3.3.4 Don’ts of Body Language
Avoid these don’ts of body language in your communication:

Fig: 4.3.3.4.1 Do not avoid the
customer’s gaze

Fig: 4.3.3.4.2 Do not hide your
hands and palms

Fig: 4.3.3.4.3 Do not look
at your watch

Fig: 4.3.3.4.4 Do not stare

Also, don’t chew gums, keep hands in pockets, tap fingers, tap pen, or go in for a hug while
communicating with people at work.

4.3.3.5 Observe Your Customers’ Body Language
During your interactions with customers, you should understand their body language by observing:
- How they sit
- How they stand
- How they use their hands and legs
- What they do while talking to you
Customers touching their hair or yawning while interacting, for instance, can indicate boredom. By
understanding the customer’s feelings through their body language, you can change the manner
in which you interact with them. You can use mirroring technique to help the customer into his
comfort zone. For example, if the customer’s arms are crossed, you too should cross your arms to
mimic the customer’s action. You will then be considered as friendly and helpful to your customers.
!
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on using proper body language.
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Unit 4.4: Other Components
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand requirements for good listening skills
Identify written communication medium
Understand Importance of writing skills in communication
Understand importance of grooming and personal hygiene

4.4.1 Listening
The most ignored part of communication is listening. To get a hold on your listening skills is to
practice. Give your ears when it is really required. Most of the meetings and discussions turn into
arguments because we do not listen to understand, but to answer back. Only capturing words is
not listening, listen to understand the message the speaker is trying to convey by giving careful
and complete attention. At times when the speaker reaches a saturation the presentation or the
conversation may get monotonous leading to boredom. In such instances look forward for a quick
break or ask questions and doubts to the speaker. This will break the monotony and help in better
listening.

Fig: 4.4.1 Listening

Let’s now learn to use effectively each of these for successful interactions with others. Let’s start
the discussion by exploring about listening skills.
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4.4.1.1 Overview
Listening is basically the ability to accurately receive and interpret messages. Adults spend an average
of 70% of their time in communication, of this an average of 45% is spent listening compared to 30%
speaking, 16% reading and 9% writing. (Adler, R. et al. 2001)

Fig: 4.4.1.1 Overview of Listening

Most of us do not listen, which leads to a communication gap. You should wait for your turn to speak
rather than interrupt in between!
If you interrupt before your speakers have finished their sentences, then the focus from the speakers.
Also, you are communicating to the speakers that you are not vakuing the speaker’s ideas. Besides,
it’s rude to interrupt.

Tips for Listening
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Time
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Unit
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Follow these tips to become an attentive listener:
- Focus on the speaker. Pay attention to what the speaker is saying. Look directly in the eye of
your speaker.
- Take notes: This will help you stay alert.
- Reconfirm and ask questions: Always reconfirm your understanding by repeating the information
that was shared with you. Ask questions to understand the message better. These tips will e
sure that you heard what was said.
- Remove Distractions: Focus on what is being said. Don’t use mobile phone, hobble papers, peep
out the window, chew your fingernails or similar. These behaviours interrupt the process of
listening messages of disinterest or distraction to the speaker.
Remember, if we were to talk more compared to what we listen, we would have two mouth and
one ear.
!
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on using proper listening skills. For
example, refer to the following link to watch the video on effective listening:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8zNx_IarUw
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4.4.2 Writing
Another important aspect of communication is writing. It is on eof the most crucial and prefferedway
to communicate tolarger audience. Newspapers and magazines are one the best examples.From
ages writers have pressered to express emotions and feelings in a strong way through writing. It
emphasises on language and grammar. A slightest of change in grammar can change the entire
meaning leading to miscommunication.

4.4.2.1 Overview
Written Communication is a medium through which the information of the sender is passed
words.
You need to use written communications mainly for these activities:

Fig: 4.4.2.1 Overview of Writing

4.4.2.2 Do’s and Don’ts of Written Communication
Use the following do’s and don’ts for written communication:
- Use simple language
- Highlight important words
- Use appropriate salutation and greeting
- Keep your sentences short and to the point
- Proof read the text before sharing
Here are the additional tips that you may consider for your written communication:
- Do write with the reader in mind. If you’re writing about a technical subject for a non-technical
reader, avoid using technical jargon and acronyms they may not know. If possible, explain
concepts in a way that your reader can relate to.
- Be clear about what you are actually trying to communicate. Use short words and sentences to
get across your point. It can be useful to use a list of bullet points rather than paragraph to
make it easier to read and understand the information.
- Use salutation – Sir/Ma’am, Mr./Mrs./Ms., etc. – and Greeting – Good Morning, Hi, etc.
- Choose an appropriate font and size for your writing. Wingdings and Comic Sans are mostly not
used and anything less than 8-point will give your readers a headache.
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Activity
1. You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on writing proper e-mail.
2. Do this activity and share it with your facilitator in the next session of the training:
Recently, a customer has purchased a product from you. You have received an e-mail from the
customer informing you that the product he had purchased from you has broken down. The
customer is angry and wants immediate action from you. How will you reply to his e-mail? Draft
the e-mail and share it with the facilitator.

4.4.3 Grooming
Your appearance is the door to exhibit your personality to others. Dressing well gives a sense of
importance as well as confidence. It also is a way of first impression about hygiene and maintenance
of oneself.

4.4.3.1 Overview
Grooming is basically the state, condition, manner or style in which a person appears. Good personal
grooming can make you look good. Looking good usually improves your self-esteem and confidence.

4.4.3.2 Importance of Grooming
Do you know 4 seconds are enough to make the first Impression! This means we need to be quickly
enough to make a vivid first impression on our customers.

Fig: 4.4.3.2 Importance of Grooming
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4.4.3.3 Dressing
Dressing is also an important part of personal grooming. Clothes should be washed clean and stains
free, untorn, and neatly ironed. Cloths should fit properly. Wearing clothing that is too big or small
in size can make a person look shabby.
For lady sales executive, dress code would be Salwar kurta/Saree/T-Shirt with Jeans.
Let’s now learn about tips for using correctly different parts of your dressing.
T-shirt
- Wear well-ironed T-shirt
- Ensure the collars are clean
- Tuck the shirt in the pant
- Wear normal fit, fit shouldn’t be too loose or too tight
Trousers/Jeans
- Wear well-ironed trousers/jeans
- Ensure it’s not low waist
- Avoid boot cut styles
- Avoid stuffing the pockets
Shoes
- Ensure they are neat and clean
- Make sure they are not too bright or colourful
- Wear clean socks
- Ensure your shoes fit well, neither too tight or too loose
Belt
- Wear a Black color belt
- Ensure it’s made of good leather
- Ensure it’s not too long and not too short
- Avoid belts with flashy buckles
Watch
- Wear a good quality watch
- Ensure it’s simple with straight or classy lines
- Ensure it’s not flashy

4.4.3.4 Personal Hygiene
Always follow these do’s and dont’s for maintaining personal hygiene:

Fig: 4.4.3.4.1 Take Shower
Everyday

Fig: 4.4.3.4.2 Shave your facial
hair regularly

Fig: 4.4.3.4.3 Avoid smoking
during office hours

Fig: 4.4.3.4.4 Apply deodorant to
prevent body odour

Fig: 4.4.3.4.5 Brush your teeth
twice everyday

Fig: 4.4.3.4.6 Rinse every time
after eating
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4.4.3.5 Maintaining Yourself
You can look presentable at all times by following these tips:

Fig: 4.4.3.5.1 Take care of
your skin

Fig: 4.4.3.5.2 Stand Upright

Fig: 4.4.3.5.4 Keep yourself
updated

Fig: 4.4.3.5.3 Wear well fitted
clothes

Fig: 4.4.3.5.5 Exercise
regularly

4.4.4 Etiquette
The business world expects you to present in a way that can speak a lot about your work ethics.
People often form first impressions about others within seconds of first meeting them therefore it
is crucial to ensure you are rightly prepared to present yourself as a professional.

4.4.4.1 Overview
Office etiquette is essential because immature behaviour at work can be bad for business by
negatively affecting employee morale and productivity.
Etiquette is basically polite behavior and courtesy, a person is expected to follow.
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Tips for Personal Etiquette
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Time

!
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Notes
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Follow these do’s and don’ts for personal etiquettes at workplace:

Fig: 1 Do’s and Don’ts Personal Etiquettes

Follow these tips to practice proper professional etiquettes at workplace.

Fig: 2 Practice Proper Professional Etiquettes at
workplace

Additionally,
- Always show up on time for meetings.
- Keep meetings to the scheduled amount of time.
- Focus on what the speakers are saying and do not use mobile phones during meetings.
- Do respect people’s personal space while on the phone. A ‘safe cell distance’ is considered to be
10 feet.
- Don’t hold meetings in your cubicle and distract those sitting nearby. Use conference rooms for
meetings with three or more people.
- Eat lunch in the cafeteria or break room. Respect the choices of food
(Vagetarian/Non Vegetarian).
- Be aware of your tone and pitch while talking on the telephone if you work in a cubicle
environment.
- Respect your co-worker’s property.
- Don’t yell or scream at others.
!
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on workplace Etiquette.
Apply the Learning to Your Life
Make a list of things you’ve done at work that have been less than polite. Reflect on these actions
and set a goal for yourself to use your best manners at work.
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Unit 4.5: Rapport Building
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Define rapport building
2. Identify barriers of rapport building

4.5.1 Overview
By improving your overall communication skills, you can build rapport with people at your work.
Rapport is basically “Getting along well with others”.
Rapport building helps us:
- Establish feelings of Harmony, Goodwill and Trust
- Know more about the prospect’s mood, attitude, style, needs, values and interests
- Get the prospect talking
- Promote open communication, develop trust and improve the probability of deal closure

Fig: 4.5.1 Overview of Rapport Building

4.5.2 Barriers to Rapport Building
The key barriers to rapport building are:
- Lack of interest
- Lack of understanding
- Hesitation
To overcome these barriers and to build rapport, you need to understand the different types of
customers, which brings us to our next topic “Customer Types”.
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Unit 4.6: Customer Types
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify characteristics of the different customers
2. Handle different customers types

4.6.1 Characteristics of Different Customers
Different customers may exhibit similar characteristics, in terms of interests, appearance, shopping
behavior, etc. So, we can divide them into “types of customers”.
You may broadly deal with three different customer types:
- Social
- Dominant
- Detached
Here are the personality traits of each customer type:

Fig: 4.6.1.1 Social
- Affectionate
- Understanding
- Flexible
- Easy going
- Social active

Fig: 4.6.1.2 Dominant
- Aggressive
- Competitive
- Very ambitious
- Success driven
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Fig: 4.6.1.3 Detached
- Attention to detail
- Less expressive
- Reserved
- Silent
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4.6.2 Handling Different Customers
Let’s now learn about some tricks to deal with different customer types and win them forever.

4.6.2.1 Social
The effective ways to deal with the Social types of customers are to:
- Let the customer talk
- Touch emotions
- Use personal references
- Ask for feedback
Socializers like to be complimented eds and complainment too. However, they seem to be selfcentered. They want to go to a store where they are made to feel important. Use compliments
often with these customers. Do whatever you can to memrise the names of these customers. Do
remember although they gaze at the shopping experience as fun, your aim is still to sell them your
product.

4.6.2.2 Dominant
The effective ways to deal with the Dominant types of customers are to:
- Make them feel important
- Make it visible to them that you understand their viewpoint, and you are on their side
- Be quick in answering their queries
- Show latest versions of the products
- Avoid giving excuses and do not talk too much
- Give simple answers
- Have real time solutions to what the customer wants
- Show seriousness, efficiency and interest for them and for what they need
You must show a genuine interest to them. Listen to the complaints with full attention and resolve
them at the earliests..
An effective way to deal with this type of customer is by offering an excellent customer service.
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4.6.2.3 Detached
To deal with the detached types of customers,
- Don’t get personal
- Focus on real situations
- Highlight value for money
- Let them speak at their own pace
- Spend more time with them than other customers
- Inspire confidence in them
These types of customers usually have trouble deciding their purchases, so you must try to give
them time to choose the right product.
Also, they usually have difficult in communicating clearly what they are looking for. Therefore, you
must pose the right questions to help them communicate better.
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Activity
1. You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on different types of customers.

2. Do any of these activities and share it in the classroom in the next session of the training.
- Think of a recent incident where you felt you have not handled a customer well. Write down
briefly how you could have handled the situation better. Share the event and curative
action in the classroom.
Or
- Think of a recent incident where you faced a challenging customer and write down briefly the
approach you took to handle that customer effectively. Share the incident and your actions in
the classroom.
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Unit 4.7: Working in Team
!
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify characteristics of team players
Share tasks and achieve desired goal
Understand responsibility of the tasks assigned
State importance of planning and review
Resolve conflicts and complaints in a team

4.7.1 Overview
In this topic, you will get an overview of why team work is important, what are the important
behaviours in effective teams and how you can help build up an effective team.

Fig: 4.7.1 Overview of Working in Team

4.7.2 Lessons from The Geese
Teams are much more effective than individuals for work. Let’s look at an example from Mother
Nature to learn how a team must works.
The geese actually fly in a group on their long flight of migration.

Fig: 4.7.2.1 Lessons from Geese
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4.7.2 Lessons from The Geese
The flapping of the geese that are in front of the formation creates a draft for the geese at the rear
reducing air resistance. This indicates their true sense of responsibility towards the fellow beings.
When the leader goose is tired, it goes back and another goose then comes in the front to lead the
group of Geese. So, these Geese have no fixed leadership or hierarchy.
No goose likes to fly out of formation because it would get tired easily. Even if it does fly out of
formation, it quickly comes back to its place. So, Geese have amazing team sense!
Geese also make a lot of noise while they fly. But it’s interesting to note that the noise is not made
by the geese leading the formation, but by the Geese in the back of the formation, which serve to
support and keep everyone going. Isn’t that the unique vocal support?
If one goose is ill and falls out of formation, a few of others stay with it, to be with it until it gets well
or dies. Now, that’s what we call team spirit!
Geese are unique as a team. The team works on a common goal and are cohesive in nature to reach
their destination. Team members help each other since they can collectively achieve much more
than they can alone.

Fig: 4.7.2.2 Lessons from Geese

Just like the Geese the people shareing a common purpose and sense of responsibiity reach their
goal quickly and with more ease because they are traveling with thrust of one another.
If we have some sense as a Geese, we will stay in focus with the purpose of our team to land at the
same destination as desired. We will also be willing to accept other’s help and give our help to others.
It pays to take turns in doing the hard tasks and share the leadership. Humans are interdependent
on others to utilize their skills, certain capabilities and resources.
We need to ensure we are encouraging each other in the team. In teams where there is
encouragement, the production is much higher.
If we have to lear from Geese, it is to stand by each other in tuff times as well as good times. Now,
what do you say to that!!!
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4.7.3 Team Player Styles
You need to be a good team player to work in a team.

Fig: 4.7.3 Team Player Styles

There are different types of team players. Each member of a team has a unique way of contributing
to the organization’s overall goal. Each member brings different gift and talent through different
work style to the team in an effort to achieve a common goal.
There are four types of team players. You will now learn about these different team player styles.

4.7.3.1 Contributors
The first team player style is Contributors.
The following are the key characteristics of Contributors:
- Logical
- Efficient
- Organized
- Proficient
- Relevant
- Pragmatic
- Systematic
- Dependable
- Responsible
Contributors tend to be task-oriented. Their strengths lie in sharing information with the team and
ensuring every aspect of a work is taken care of. Contributors are thorough and detail-oriented.
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4.7.3.2 Collaborators
The second team player style is Collaborator.
The following are the key characteristics of Collaborators:
- Cooperative
- Flexible
- Confident
- Forward-looking
- Conceptual
- Accommodating
- Generous
- Open
- Visionary
- Imaginative
Collaborators are highly goal-oriented. If you’re the ones who ensure work stays on track, you’re
likely to be a Collaborator.

4.7.3.3 Communicator
The third Team Player Style is Communicator.
Here are the key characteristics of Communicators:
- Tactful
- Helpful
- Friendly
- Patient
- Informal
- Relaxed
- Supportive
- Encouraging
- Considerate
- Spontaneous
The Communicator is a process-oriented member who is an effective listener. If you focus on
ensuring the overall process goes smoothly, then you’re likely to be a Communicator.
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4.7.3.4 Challenger
The fourth Team Player Style is Challenger.
The key characteristics of Challengers are:
- Candid
- Ethical
- Questioning
- Honest
- Truthful
- Outspoken
- Principled
- Adventurous
- Aboveboard
- Brave
The Challenger is a member who questions the goals, methods and even the ethics of the team.
He is willing to disagree with the leader and encourages the team to take calculated risks. If you’re
always looking at the bigger picture and questioning how and why things are done, then you may
be a Challenger.

4.7.3.5 Commitment & Task Sharing Based on Individual’s Skills
A committed team treats the work like their own garden or pet – they obsess over it, they care for
it, they own it. If a leader is trying to build a team who can give commitment to finish the assigned
task, then it is important to align team member’s personal visions to that of the organization.
Task Sharing Based on Team Member’s Skills:
We can categorize people in four quadrant based on these characteristics we can assign tasks to any
individual.
- Dominance - Driven, Strong willed individuals who are results oriented, challenge opportunities &
success.
- Influence - Enthusiastic, high energy people who quick action oriented, collaboration & social
recognition.
- Steadiness - Patient, good listeners who are stable in collaboration & giving support.
- Conscientiousness - Reserved, analytical individuals who value accuracy, quality & orderly
environments.
Recognition is very important in life to boost up the confidence of an individual.
If working in team, everyone should recognize the good work done by other members in team.
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4.7.3.6 Planning & Review System
Planning & Review system are important in a team environment. This gives us the comparison
between plan vs actual & future course of actions.
Planning can be defined as “to think before hand about what, when, how and by whom things will
be done”. Planning involves setting objectives and deciding priorly appropriate course of action to
attain these objectives.
Importance of Planning:
- Provides Direction
- Reduces the risk of uncertainties
- Reduces over lapping and wasteful activities
- Promotes innovative ideas
- Establishes standard for controlling
Review is to assess (something) formally with the intention of instituting change if necessary.
Importance of Reviewing:
- Adding value to the experience
- Opening new perspective
- Achieving objectives
- Measures the performance
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4.7.4 Three Ego-States
Your behaviour patterns are based on the ‘ego-state’, in other words the Parent-Adult-Child or PAC
Model. This model suggests you shift between three distinct ‘ego states’:
Parent – A state where you think, feel and behave how your parents or other authority figures acted
Adult – A state where you think, feel and behave in a state of presence, responding to what is
around you rather than any previous influence
Child – A state where you think, feel and behave as you did in your childhood.

Fig: 4.7.4 Three Ego-States

Here is the typical characteristics of your three types of behaviours − Parent-Adult-Child or egostate.
Parent

Adult

Child

Advising

Fact Finding

Laughing

Criticizing

Questioning

Crying

Ordering

Analyzing

Sulking

Telling

Problem Solving

Being Frightened

Fault Finding

Cooperating

Playing

Moralizing
Scolding

Planning
Coordinating

Enjoying
Dancing

Nurturing

Scheduling

Curiosity

Caring

Thinking

Obeying

Loving

Dependent

Table: 4.7.4 characteristics of your three types of behaviours

There is no thumb rule about which ego state is best, it is absolutely situational and requires reaction
based on other’s action.
For example, there may be situations where you may care for someone, however the other dont,
and there is a mutual awareness about it. Maybe there’s someone who always seem to clash with
you at work. These people show childlike bahaviours. In these cases, the appropriate approach for
you will be (Parent to Child) by using care and discipline with them as required.
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Tips
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos Ego States.

4.7.5 Resolving Conflict
Conflict - a serious disagreement or argument. Conflict exists everywhere, it can be organizational,
idividual or groups. At times it becomes a indicator of a healthy exchange of ideas. However, conflict
of counter-productive nature can cause employee dissatisfaction, curbed productivity and bad
service to customers.

4.7.5.1 Importance of Resolving Conflict
You must avoid conflict at the work place as it brings negativity all around.

Fig: 4.7.5.1 Importance of Resolving Conflict

By deciding not to say something that would make you sound aggressive or frustrated, you can avoid
unnecessary conflicts. Conflicts take place when people are rigid and are not willing to cooperate
with each other. Let’s look at some ways through which you can prevent and resolve conflicts.

4.7.5.2 Best Practices Resolving Conflict
To resolve conflicts in a team, you should use these steps:
- Examine what is causing trouble
- Discuss the issue with the conflicting party
- Clarify expectations and roles
- Find an option which benefits all
- Utilize constructive feedback
- Reach agreements
You should always maintain a positive relationship while trying to reach an agreement.
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4.7.5.3 Depersonalizing Conflicts
You should always depersonalize conflicts by adopting these steps:
- Focus on issues not personalities
- Encourage both sides to be objective
- Evaluate concerns of both sides
- Encourage people to listen to other’s view
- Encourage points of agreement
- Don’t dwell on anger
Discussion is the best ways to resolve conflicts among each other. This provides a midway solution.
Instead of fighting with each other, it is better to discuss things and come to a solution which
benefits all. For example, when the boss sets the timeline for completing a given task and the team
member finds it unachievable, the team member should negotiate with his boss to slightly extend
the timeline to make it practically achievable. Through discussion they can then reach the timeline
that suits all.

4.7.5.4 Resolving Complaints
Use the following do’s to resolve complaints:
- Be warm to the others
- Show empathy
- Acknowledge other’s feelings
- Listen actively
- Isolate the core problem
- Provide a satisfactory resolution and an alternative
- Follow-up after the resolution
Avoid the following don’ts to resolve complaints.
Don’t:
- Take a confrontational attitude
- Make assumptions
- Use technical or professional jargon
- Pass the blame
- Make unrealistic commitments
- Exceed your authority
- Sacrifice your company’s i nterest
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4.7.5.5 Responding to a Transactional Crisis
Use the following do’s to respond to a Transactional Crisis:
- Tell the whole story:
- Openly
- Completely
- Honestly
- Apologize, if you are at fault
- Show your concern with:
- Words
- Actions
Avoid the following don’ts to respond to a Transactional Crisis.
Don’t:
- Blame others
- Speculate in public
- Refuse to answer questions
- Release confidential information without permission
- Use the crisis to promote yourself

4.7.5.6 Giving Feedback
Follow these best practices for giving feedback effectively:
- Hold the discussion in private
- Remain calm
- Show empathy
- Discuss the most important issues only
- Support your argument with facts, figures and observed behaviour
- Try to reach an agreement
- Summarise your understanding
!
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Outcomes

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit
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Activity
You may search the Internet for additional readings/videos on conflict resolution.
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Key Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this module, you will be
1.
2.
3.
4.

......
able
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

to:

Explain the importance of safe & secure workplace.
Understand your responsibilities for workplace safety.
Learn best practices to remove potential hazards from your workplace and prevent accidents.
Learn appropriate strategies to deal with emergencies at workplace.
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Unit 5.1: Importance of Safe & Secure Working Place
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes

Unit

es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand importance of safety at workplace
2. Identify safe and secure environment

5.1.1 Why Workplace Safety?
When you feel safe and secure, you can remain motivated and feel happy at your workplace.
Workplace safety is important for the very reason of improved productivity. It is only when you feel
safe at work that you can invest the fullest of your capacities and exploit the best of your potentials
to work. A feeling of security and safety while working leads to positivism.
Therefore, measures should be taken to remove risks at workplace and make sure to provied a
secured and comfortable working condition for the employees.
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Unit 5.2: Everyone is Responsible
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Steps

Time

Tips

Notes
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es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Take responsibility and ownership of actions
2. Identify responsibilities of employer, supervisor and employee

5.2.1 Employer’s Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the employers for maintaining safe workplace are:
- Provide a safe and healthy workplace
- Ensure that workers are adequately trained
- Keep written documents of training (who, what and when)
- Create and maintain a complete occupational health and safety program, including a
printed copy of health & safety policy and an incident investigation procedure
- Support supervisors, safety co-ordinators and workers in their health and safety activities
- Take action immediately when a worker or supervisor reports a potentially hazardous situation
- Initiate an immediate investigation into incidents
- Provide suitable first aid facilities and services
- Provide protective tools where required
Worker training is usually carried out by the supervisor. However, the employer has the legal
responsibility to ensure that every worker receives adequate training. The employer must follow up
to see that the supervisor is carrying out all the required training. Employers should also work with
supervisors to help foster positive worker attitudes to safety.
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5.2.2 Supervisor’s Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the supervisors for maintaining safe workplace are:
- Instruct workers to follow safety procedures
- Train workers on tasks assigned to them, and check that their safety at work
- Make sure that only authorized, adequately trained workers operate tools and equipment or use
hazardous chemicals
- Check out that equipment and materials are handled properly, stored and maintained
- Enforce health and safety requirements
- Take corrective measures on unsafe acts and conditions
- Identify and help workers with problems who could affect safety at the worksite
- Develop health and safety rules and inspect the workplace for hazards

5.2.3 Worker’s Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the workers for maintaining safe workplace are:
- Know and follow health and safety requirements affecting your job
- If you don’t know how to do something safely, ask for training before
you begin work
- Work safely, and encourage your co-workers to do the same
- Correct any unsafe conditions or immediately report them to your
supervisor
- Immediately report any injury to a first aid attendant or supervisor
- Take the initiative. Make suggestions to improve health and safety
Fig: 5.2.3 Worker’s
Responsibilities
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Unit 5.3: General Safety Measures at Automobile Dealership
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......
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Notes
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand safety measures at display area
2. Identify and alert about safety measures during test drives

5.3.1 Safety Measures at the Time of Test Drive or Test Ride
Follow these safety measures at the time of test drive or test ride:
- Go by the road safety rules & regulation during test drive/ride
- Ensure executives and customers have valid driving licence (2W or 4W as applicable)
- Ensure both the rider & pillion wear helmet in case of two wheeler test ride
- Ensure before taking customer for test drive/ride that the agreement form is filled with the
customer’s signature
- Do proper PDI for test drive/ride vehicles
- Adjust the seat, steering wheel (In case of 4W), and mirrors so you can drive safely and comfortably
- Familiarize yourself with features such as lights, turn signals and windshield wipers before putting
the vehicle in motion
- Wear your seat belt no matter how short the distance is
- Be alert − anticipate road conditions and the actions of other drivers
Workshop Safety Guidelines:
- Keep work areas free from accumulated debris and clutter.
- Keep aisles and walkways clear all the times
- Stairways must be devoid of slip and trip hazards
- All exit doors must not be locked and obstructed during duty hours
- Plan the move before lifting. Clear the path from all sorts of obstructions
- Make sure lift arms and supports are away from tires before driving a vehicle into the service bay
- Check the lift and its components for cracks or any damage on a regular basis
- Dont ever stand in front of a vehicle being driven into a service bay
- Make sure tools, equipment, and debris is cleared from the area before lowering a vehicle

Fig: 5.3.1.1 Test Drive Safety Measures
for 4W

Fig: 5.3.1.2 Test Drive Safety Measures
for 2W
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Unit 5.4: Workplace Hazards
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
......

Time

Steps

Tips

Notes
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es

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define Hazard
Identify modes of hazard
Identify types of hazard
Report hazards when noticed

5.4.1 Overview
A hazard is a condition that stances a degree of danger to any of the following
1. life,
2. health,
3. property and
4. environment. Among the hazard most are dormant, which behold only a hypothetical risk
of damage; however, when a hazard is in “action”, it can lead to accidents and emergency.
Distinguishing a hazard is the first step in performing a risk assessment.

Fig: 5.4.1 Overview of Workplace Hazards

5.4.2 Modes of Hazard
Hazards are generally classified into three categories:
- Dormant: The situation represents a potential hazard, however no people, property, or environment
is currently affected. For example, a hillside may be unstable, with the potential for a landslide,
but the hillside is devoid of people or property.
- Armed: People, property or environment is in potential harm’s way.
- Active: A life thereatning incident which involves the actuall occurrance of the event.
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5.4.3 Types of Hazard
The common types of hazard are:
- Physical hazards are the direct damamge that occurs to someone or something.It ca be natural
or man made.
- Chemical hazards are the dangerous chemical substances that can cause damage to people or
property.
- Biological hazards are the living things that can cause damage. This includes fungi, algae, viruses
or any parasites.
- Psychological hazards are one of the most common hazard seen these days. It is caused by
extensive stress related to relationships or work.
- Electrical hazards Any injury or damage caused due to electric appliances or mal functioning of
electric lines is called electric hazard.

5.4.4 Reporting of Any Hazard Incidents
Follow your organization structure to report any hazards/incident to the relevant person.
Structure could be different from organization to organization.
Warn/inform your co-workers about any hazardous incidents for extra safety measurements.
!
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Tips
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es

Activity
Choose any of areas of your workplace, home, market, locality, schools, etc., and look for hazardous
situations that can cause injuries to people.
For each hazard you find, write:
- Why it is dangerous?
- What would happen if the hazard wasn’t rectified?
- Two options for correcting the situation
- Who should be informed of the hazard (someone in a position of responsibility)?
Submit your findings in a written form (in the form of a report) to your facilitator in the next session.
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Unit 5.5: Organization’s Emergency Procedures
!
Unit Objectives
Key Learning
Outcomes

......
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Steps

Time

Tips

Notes
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify steps of emergency procedures
2. Understand importance of preparedness
3. Identify different types of emergencies

5.5.1 Overview
Every workplace should have a plan for dealing with emergencies. You should be instructed in that
plan within your first few days on the job and have refresher training from time to time.

5.5.2 Questions to be Asked for Emergency Procedures
Once you have been trained, you should be able to answer these questions:
- Where the emergency phone numbers are posted?
- Where are the fire extinguishers and how and when should they be used?
- What other specialized equipment may be needed in an emergency, and how it is used?
- Where are the fire alarms and fire exits?
- What is the evacuation plan for the building?
- What should you do during an earthquake?
- In case of evacuation, where outside the building is the assembly point and who should you report
to?
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5.5.3 Emergency Preparedness
It is the discipline of dealing with and avoiding both natural and man-made disasters.

5.5.3.1 Emergency Service Number
Dial the service number of these departments in case of
emergency:
- Fire Brigade Department
- Police Department
- Ambulance Department
- Women Safety Department
- Security Department
- Pest Control Department
Fig: 5.5.3.1 Emergency Service
Number

5.5.3.2 Medical Emergency Procedures
You should follow these steps for medical emergency procedures:
- An emergency medical service should be available near to your dealership
- At least one person should be trained enough to handle any medical emergency
- First-aid supplies should be available at the dealership
- Check – Call – Care route should be followed

Fig: 5.5.3.2 Medical Emergency Procedures
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5.5.3.3 Fire Preparedness Procedures
You should follow these emergency instructions in case of fire:
- Activate the ALARM.
- Evacuate the area.
- Call the fire department.
- Fight the fire only if:
- You know how.
- The fire is small.
- You are confined to the area where it started.
- You have a way out.
- You can work with your back to the exit.
- You have the right type of extinguisher.
- You feel confident that you can operate it effectively.
- DO NOT fight the fire if:
- You have any doubts about fighting it.
- It is spreading beyond the area where it started.
Fig: 5.5.3.3 Fire preparedness
Procedures
- It could block your escape route.

5.5.4 Fire Prevention
Follow these steps for fire prevention:
- Don’t allow trash and litter to accumulate unnecessarily
- Keep the workplace areas neat and clean
- Know where fire alarm boxes and extinguishers are located
- Ensure you know the different types of fire extinguishers and how to use them
- Store hazardous materials in designated areas
- Keep exits free of obstructions
- Know location of emergency exits and procedures
- Handle flammable liquids with caution
!
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Activity
Additional Reading:
You may refer to the following link to learn more about the tips to prevent fire in workplace:
https://blog.safetysmart.com/2014/01/12-fire-prevention-tips-workers/
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Unit 5.6: Evacuation Procedures in Emergency
!
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify steps to evacuate in emergency situation
2. Help other during an emergency situation
3. State roles of first responder

5.6.1 Evacuation Procedures for Workers & Visitors
Let’s now learn about the for evacuation procedures for workers & visitors in case of emergency.
As the first step a layout must be made of the building, including:
- Evacuation Routes
- Fire Extinguisher (locations)
- Fire Alarm Stations (locations)
- First Aid Kit (locations)
The second step for evacuation procedures for workers & visitors in case of emergency includes a
map of the building, parking, are and other buildings surroundings.
This must show the Rally Point. Rally Point must be a safe distance from the building. It must be
easily accessible, out of the way of emergency services, and should not be beside the fire hydrant.
Both the layout and the Rally Point must be posted noticeably throughout the facility and made
accessible to all employees upon request.

Fig: 5.6.1 Evacuation Procedures for Workers & Visitors
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5.6.2 Roles of First Responder
A first responder-He is first person to attend and assist in an emergency, for example fire He mostly
is an employee from the emergency service providers. He must be aware of first aid treatment and
should be able to use them, immediately, at the site of emergency.
They should try to put out the fire using fire extinguisher or other means.
They should rescue the victim from the burning premises.
They should have knowledge on different types of fires like chemical, electrical etc., and should take
the appropriate measures to contain and put out these fires.
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